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Abstract

The commercial potential of space flight can be described as a quotient of system performance and system weight. The system costs are primarily dependent on this quotient. To increase the quotient focus has been on reducing the system weight. After exploiting numerous ways of reducing the system weight and finally reaching the limit of mechanical load capacities, the current aim is to increase the thrust-to-weight ratio of the rocket nozzle. This is achieved by reducing the divergent length and increase the specific momentum of the nozzle, i.e. increasing the expansion ratio. However, this may causes the nozzle to be overexpanded at sea level and thus provokes the flow to separate from the nozzle wall. The unsteady and asymmetric flow separation generates lateral forces on the nozzle wall, so called side loads, which can be of dimensioning size for the nozzle and the rocket structure and not at least for the payload.

Extensive studies have been made through the years to understand the flow separation phenomena in overexpanded rocket nozzles. A better understanding could lead to better prevention or even control of flow separation. In addition, a reliable separation model is needed for accurate prediction of the side-loads experienced during start up and shut down of the engine. The aim of this thesis was to examine current separation models and try to develop a new semi-empirical model for hot gases. Focus was on the recirculation region where the flow is separated from the nozzle wall.

A new model was developed to determine the pressure- and flow distribution in the recirculation region. The model includes various parameters of the jet- and ambient gas and can therefore be used for hot gases. Several steps of the model were validated with good agreement with experimental data and numerical results found in the literature. The complete model on the other hand showed poor agreement with experiment and further work must therefore be made before the model can be useful.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations

CFD  Computational Fluid Dynamics
CTIC Compressed Truncated Ideal Contour
FSS  Free Shock Separation
LDV Laser Doppler Velocimetry
MOC  Method of Characteristics
RSS Restricted shock interactions
SMME Space Shuttle Main Engine
SWBLI Shock-wave Boundary Layer Interactions
TIC  Truncated Ideal Contour
TOC Thrust Optimized Contour
TOP Thrust Optimized Parabolic Contour

Symbols

\begin{itemize}
  \item A \quad \text{Area}
  \item {C_f} \quad \text{skin friction}
  \item c \quad \text{concentration of jet gas in mixing layer}
  \item {c_p} \quad \text{specific heat}
  \item F \quad \text{Force; thrust; generalized wall pressure function}
  \item {g_0} \quad 9.81 [\text{m/s}^2]
  \item H \quad \text{total enthalpy}
  \item h \quad \text{enthalpy; height}
  \item I \quad \text{start of interaction}
  \item {I_{sp}} \quad \text{specific impulse}
  \item {i_0} \quad H_e/H_i – \text{dimensionless enthalpy parameter}
  \item L, l \quad \text{length}
  \item M \quad \text{Mach number}
  \item m \quad \text{mass}
  \item \dot{m} \quad \text{massflow}
  \item n \quad \text{off-design pressure ratio: } p_e/p_a
  \item p \quad \text{pressure}
  \item q \quad \text{dynamic pressure}
  \item R \quad \text{individual gas constant; reattachment point}
  \item r \quad \text{radius}
  \item r_s^0 \quad \text{radius of ideal jet}
  \item S \quad \text{separation point}
  \item T \quad \text{temperature}
  \item U, u \quad \text{velocity component x-dir}
  \item u_e^{**} \quad u_e/u_i \quad \text{dimensionless velocity parameter}
\end{itemize}
\( u^* \) \( u/\left(u_e - u_c\right) \) dimensionless velocity parameter

\( u^0_a \) velocity component of ideal jet

\( V, v \) velocity component y-dir

\( x, y, z \) cartesian-coordinates

**Greek letters**

\( \alpha \) angle

\( \beta \) shock angle

\( \delta \) boundary layer thickness

\( \delta^* \) displacement thickness

\( \delta_D \) mixing layer in transformed coordinates

\( \gamma \) specific heat ratio

\( \gamma_i, \gamma_e \) adiabatic gas constant

\( \varepsilon \) area ratio

\( \eta \) efficiency; transformed coordinate

\( \theta \) wall angle

\( \Lambda \) scale of turbulence

\( \mu \) \( \rho \) dynamic viscosity

\( \mu_i, \mu_e \) molecular weights

\( \rho \) density

\( \rho^0_a \) density of ideal jet

\( \chi \) empirical constant

**Subscripts**

* critical (throat) section parameters

2 point just after separation

a ambient medium parameters

cc, 0 combustion chamber (stagnation) parameters

e exit, outer (upper) boundary of mixing layer

i start of interaction; inner (lower) boundary of mixing layer

max maximum

p plateau

r reattachment

s separation

sep, 1 point just before separation

t throat, turbulent parameters

w nozzle wall
1 Introduction

The commercial potential of space flight can be described as a quotient of system performance and system weight. The system costs are primarily dependent on this quotient. To increase the quotient focus has been on reducing the system weight. After exploiting numerous ways of reducing the system weight and finally reaching the limit of mechanical load capacities, the current aim is to increase the thrust-to-weight ratio for the rocket nozzle. This is achieved by reducing the divergent length and increase the specific momentum of the nozzle.

The optimum thrust on rocket launchers are achieved when the nozzle exit pressure is equal to the ambient pressure, i.e. an adapted or an ideally expanded nozzle.

When the exit pressure exceeds the ambient pressure, the nozzle is said to be underexpanded. The thrust loss caused by underexpansion is due to momentum loss in the outflow gas. Explained further, the high pressure gas in the nozzle is not fully expanded as it exits the nozzle, i.e. the exit gas velocity is then less than optimum, which results in a loss in thrust (momentum).

Overexpansion on the other hand arises when the exit pressure is less than the ambient pressure. The exit flow adapts to the higher ambient pressure through a shock-wave system. When the exit pressure becomes too low can the boundary layer at the wall no longer withstand the adverse pressure gradient and the nozzle flow separates from the wall. The unsteadiness of flow separation induces side loads on the nozzle wall. These side loads can be of dimensioning size for the nozzle and the rocket structure and not at least for the payload.

Sea-level launchers such as Ariane 5 and the Space shuttle are exposed to a wide span of ambient pressures while they fly through the atmosphere into space. Maximum thrust would be achieved if the nozzle could adapt its expansion ratio $\varepsilon$, i.e. adapt the exit nozzle pressure to the ambient pressure. Such a nozzle is currently not available, which provokes the nozzle to operate in off-design during most of the time of the flight (under-, overexpansion).

Extensive studies have been made through the years to understand the flow separation phenomena in overexpanded rocket nozzles. A better understanding could lead to better prevention or even control of flow separation. In addition, a reliable separation model is needed for accurate prediction of the side-loads experienced during start up and shut down of the engine.

Determination of the separation point and pressure distribution can be solved with Computer Fluid Dynamics (CFD). CFD calculations are very time consuming, and the choice of turbulence model influence the accuracy in the determination. Since it can take days or even weeks to determine the separation point and pressure distribution (with
CFD), it is desirable to find a faster method. A semi-empirical model is therefore suggested to be developed.

This paper presents the basic theory of flow separation and the existent semi-empirical models by Reijasse & Birkemeyer and Zerjeski, together with a new approach to calculate the pressure- and flow distribution in the recirculation region. The new model is a version of an integral method developed by Ginevsky, to calculate mixing layer thicknesses in turbulent mixing flows. The method takes accounts of various parameters of the jet and the ambient medium. The former two models on the other hand are only developed and tested for cold gases (air). The different gas parameters are important to include, since rocket engines operates at high temperatures with exhausts different from air.
2 Basic rocket knowledge

In combustion engines both fuel and an oxidizer is needed for the engine to work (propellant=fuel + oxidizer). Ordinary combustion engines “breathe” air and use the oxygen as an oxidizer. In comparison, rockets which operate in empty space, needs to store both fuel and oxidizer. There are two types of rocket propellants, solid and liquid. In solid propellants oxidizer and fuel are mixed together and stored in a solid face. When liquid propellants are used, fuel and oxidizer are stored separately. During operation they are injected in the combustion chamber where they are mixed and burned, see Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Characteristics of a rocket nozzle, from Östlund [1]](image)

The basic principle driving the rocket is the famous Newtonian principle, that “to every action there is an equal and opposite reaction”. From the Newton’s second law, we know that the force on an object is equal to the change of momentum. The momentum thrust is therefore:

\[
F_m = \frac{dm}{dt} v_e = m v_e
\]

where \( m \) is the mass flow rate and \( v_e \) is the exit exhaust velocity of the propellant. More thrust can be generated by increasing the mass flow rate or the velocity. The mass comes from the weight of the propellants that the rocket engine expels as an exhaust gas. The combustion chamber is a constant diameter duct with sufficient length to allow complete combustion of the propellant before the nozzle accelerates the gas products. The nozzle is said to begin at the point where the chamber diameter begins to decrease.

Simply stated, the nozzle uses the stagnation temperature \( T_0 \) and stagnation pressure \( p_0 \) generated in the combustion chamber to create thrust by accelerating the combustion gas.
to a high supersonic velocity. The exit velocity is governed by the nozzle expansion ratio \( \varepsilon \), defined as the ratio between the nozzle exit area and throat area, \( \varepsilon = A_e / A_t \).

In addition to the momentum thrust there are also pressure forces acting on the rocket, which leads to the following expression for the total thrust \( F \) on the rocket:

\[
F = m v_e + (p_e - p_a) A_e \tag{2}
\]

where \( p_e \) and \( A_e \) are the pressure and cross section area at the nozzle exit, and \( p_a \) is the ambient pressure. Another parameter that is often used to describe the efficiency of the engine is the specific impulse \( I_{sp} \):

\[
I_{sp} = \frac{F}{m v_e} + \left( \frac{p_e - p_a}{m} \right) A_e \frac{[m/s]}{[m]} \tag{3}
\]

or

\[
I_{sp} = \frac{F}{m g_0} = \left( v_e + \left( \frac{p_e - p_a}{m} \right) A_e \right) g_0 \frac{[s]}{[s]}
\]

In a first glance we will expect that the highest performance will be achieved by maximize the exit pressure. But that is not the case, since the exit pressure and the exit velocity are very close and adversely coupled through the amount the nozzle expansion. This will be explained more in detail in next section. Concisely, since the flow is supersonic, the velocity will increase and exit pressure will decrease as \( \varepsilon \) is increased and vice versa as \( \varepsilon \) is decreased. It can be shown that the optimum performance is obtained if the nozzle exit pressure is equal to the atmospheric pressure (\( p_e = p_a \)), i.e. an adapted or ideally expanded flow. This is illustrated in Figure 2, which show how the specific impulse varies with ambient pressure or flight altitude for given chamber condition equal to that of the Vulcan engine.

The solid lines show the specific impulse, the one with symbols are for nozzles with fixed expansion ratio, and the one without symbols for an adapt nozzle (able to change \( \varepsilon \) to adapt the exit pressure to the ambient pressure). The dashed line shows the corresponding expansion ratio of the adaptable nozzle. With an expansion ratio of \( \varepsilon = 45 \), the flow becomes ideally expanded at an altitude of 10 km. From ground level up to this altitude the flow is overexpanded, i.e. \( p_a > p_e \), while it is underexpanded (\( p_a < p_e \)) at higher altitudes.
2.1 Isentropic flow

We start by introducing some definitions, from Anderson [2]:

1. Adiabatic process: one in which no heat is added to or taken away from the system.
2. Reversible process: one in which no dissipative phenomena occur, i.e. where the effects of viscosity, thermal conductive and mass diffusion are absent.
3. Isentropic process: one which is both adiabatic and reversible.
4. Perfect gas/Ideal gas: one in which intermolecular forces is neglected.

2.1.1 Area Mach number relation

As mentioned, making a complete analysis of the flow requires time consuming numerical methods, e.g. CFD. Simplified calculations can be made if the gas is assumed perfect.

Consider the nozzle in Figure 1. At the throat, the flow is sonic. By denoting the condition at sonic speed by an asterisk, we have at the throat, $M^* = 1$ and $u^* = a^*$. At any other section of the nozzle, the local area, Mach number, and velocity are $A$, $M$, and $u$, respectively. By integrating the continuity equation over a control volume for steady flow, we will obtain:

$$\rho^* u^* A^* = \rho u A$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Since $u^* = a^*$ Eq. (4) becomes
\[
\frac{A}{A^*} = \frac{\rho^* a^*}{\rho u} = \frac{\rho^*}{\rho_0} \frac{a^*}{u} \quad (5)
\]

where \(\rho_0\) is the stagnation density defined in Eq. (6), and is constant throughout the isentropic flow,

\[
\frac{\rho_0}{\rho} = \left(1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M^2\right)^{\frac{1}{\gamma - 1}} \quad (6)
\]

and apply this for sonic conditions, we have

\[
\frac{\rho_0}{\rho^*} = \left(\frac{\gamma + 1}{2}\right)^{\frac{1}{\gamma - 1}} \quad (7)
\]

The definition for the Mach number at the throat can be written as [2]:

\[
\left(\frac{u}{a^*}\right)^2 = M^{*2} = \frac{\frac{\gamma + 1}{2} M^2}{1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M^2} \quad (8)
\]

Squaring Eq. (5) and substituting Eqs. (6), (7) and (8), we have

\[
\left(\frac{A}{A^*}\right)^2 = \left(\frac{\rho^*}{\rho_0}\right)^2 \left(\frac{a^*}{u}\right)^2 = \left(\frac{\gamma + 1}{2} M^2\right)^{\frac{1}{\gamma - 1}} \left(1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M^2\right)^{\frac{1}{\gamma - 1}} \left(\frac{1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M^2}{\gamma + 1} M^2\right) \quad \Leftrightarrow \quad (9)
\]

\[
\Leftrightarrow \left(\frac{A}{A^*}\right)^2 = \frac{1}{M^2} \left[2 \left(1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M^2\right)^{\frac{1}{\gamma - 1}} \right]^{\frac{1}{\gamma - 1}}
\]

Equation (9) is called the area Mach number relation. Turn Eq. (9) inside out, we see that
\(M = f\left(A/A^*\right)\), i.e. the Mach number at any location in the nozzle is function of the ratio of the local nozzle area to the sonic throat area. Equation (9) must be solved numerically. If Eq. (9) is rewritten on the form \(F(M) = 0\), the Euler Method (10) [4] can be used as a solver.

\[
M_{n+1} = M_n - \frac{F(M_n)}{F'(M_n)} \quad (10)
\]
There are two solutions for every area ratio, one subsonic and one supersonic. Once the variation of Mach number through the nozzle is known, the variation of static temperature, pressure, and density is easily obtained by the following equations:

\[
\frac{T_0}{T} = 1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M^2 \quad (11a)
\]

\[
\frac{p_0}{p} = \left(1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M^2\right)^\frac{\gamma}{(\gamma - 1)} \quad (11b)
\]

\[
\frac{p_0}{\rho} = \left(1 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} M^2\right)^\frac{1}{(\gamma - 1)} \quad (11c)
\]

### 2.2 Oblique shock relations

The oblique shock relations describe the deflection of the flow over a shock, see Figure 3. The two angles which describe the shock are the wave angle \( \sigma \) and flow-deflection angle \( \theta \).

![Figure 3: Oblique shock wave geometry, from [8]](image)

It can be shown through mass conservation that the tangential velocity components are preserved over the shock, i.e. \( U_{1t} = U_{2t} \). Therefore is the change over the shock governed by the normal free velocity component,

\[
M_{n1} = M_1 \sin \sigma \quad (26)
\]

and the following equations follow for a calorically perfect gas:

\[
\frac{p_2}{p_1} = 1 + 2 \frac{\gamma}{\gamma + 1} \left(M_1^2 \sin^2 \sigma - 1\right) \quad (27)
\]
\[
\frac{\rho_2}{\rho_1} = \frac{(\gamma + 1)M_1^2 \sin^2 \sigma}{2 + (\gamma - 1)M_1^2 \sin^2 \sigma}
\] (28)

\[
\frac{T_2}{T_1} = \frac{(2\gamma M_1^2 \sin^2 \sigma - (\gamma - 1))(2 + (\gamma - 1)M_1^2 \sin^2 \sigma)}{(\gamma + 1)^2 M_1^2 \sin^2 \sigma}
\] (29)

\[
M_2^2 \sin^2 (\sigma - \theta) = \frac{\gamma + 1 + (\gamma - 1)(M_1^2 \sin^2 \sigma - 1)}{\gamma + 1 + 2\gamma (M_1^2 \sin^2 \sigma - 1)}
\] (30)

Equation 30 can not be solved until the flow-deflection angle \(\theta\) is known. By setting the tangential velocities equal and working on with some trigonometric manipulations the \(\theta-\sigma-M\) relation can be found:

\[
\tan \theta = \frac{2 \cot \sigma (M_1^2 \sin^2 \sigma - 1)}{M_1^2 (\gamma + 1 - 2 \sin^2 \sigma) + 2}
\] (31)

In the semi-empirical models by Reijasse & Birkemeyer and Zerjetski describes in section 6, these equation is an important part in the determination of the mixing layer.

### 3 Full flowing supersonic nozzles

#### 3.1 Rocket nozzles

In the design of rocket nozzles there are several parameters that must be considered, such as performance requirements, maximum acceptable engine mass, limitations on the main dimensions, cooling performance, lifetime considerations, manufacturing methods, etc. Minimizing the weight is one of the main parameters, i.e. keeping the nozzle length and surface area at a minimum. The main gas dynamic problem lies in optimally contouring the nozzle in order to maximize efficiency. From a purely inviscid point of view, nozzles can be classified into different types, each producing its own specific internal flow field. It is essential that the designer understand these features, since the internal flow field determines the flow separation and side-load behavior. Figure 4 shows examples of the Mach number distribution in some of the most common nozzle types, which will be discussed below.
Figure 4: Mach distribution in different nozzles with $\varepsilon = 43.4$. The thick line indicates the approximate position of the internal shock, [1].

3.1.1 The initial expansion region

As it turned out in Figure 4, the flow field has a more complex structure than the isentropic flow described in section 2.1.1. Currently the method of characteristics (MOC) is the most common calculation method to compute flow fields in rocket nozzles. The calculations of the flow properties downstream the nozzle is based on the kernel, which is determined by the initial expansion that occurs along the throat contour TN, which is usually designed as a circular arc, see Figure 5.

Figure 5: Initial expansion region, kernel, [1].

3.1.2 The conical nozzle

The conical nozzle has historically been the most common contour for rocket engines since it is simple and usually easy to fabricate. The exhaust velocity of a conical nozzle is essentially equal to the one dimensional value corresponding to the expansion ratio (section 2.2.1), except that the flow direction is not axial all over the exit area. Hence, there is a performance loss due to the flow divergence. Assuming conical flow at the exit, Malina [5] showed that the geometrical efficiency is

$$\eta_{geo} = \frac{1 + \cos \alpha}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $\alpha$ denotes the nozzle cone half angle. The length of the conical nozzle can be expressed as
Typically, cone half angles range between 12° to 18°. A common compromise is a half angle of 15°.

Due to its high divergence losses, the conical nozzle is nowadays mainly used in short nozzles like solid rocket boosters and small thrusters, where simple fabrication is preferred over aerodynamic performance.

3.1.3 Ideal nozzle

The ideal nozzle is designed to produce an isotopic flow (i.e. a flow without any internal shocks) and a uniformed exit velocity. Figure 6 describes the flow field of an ideal nozzle. After the initial section TN, the contour NE turns the flow in the axial direction. TN also defines the Mach number at K, which is equal to the design Mach number obtained at the exit. With the characteristic line NK defined and the condition that the characteristic line KE is a uniform exit characteristic it is possible to use MOC to construct the streamline between N and E, which patches the flow to become uniform and parallel at the exit.

\[ L_{\alpha_{cone}} = \frac{r_t (\sqrt{e} - 1) + r_{ad} (\sec \alpha - 1)}{\tan \alpha} \]  

(13)

3.1.4 Truncated Ideal Contoured nozzles (TIC and CTIC)

Making the exit flow uniform demands the nozzle to be very long and therefore is the ideal nozzle not suitable in rocket applications. However, since the thrust contribution in the last part of the nozzle is negligible due to the small wall slope a more effective nozzle is obtained by truncating the contour, i.e. the truncated ideal contoured nozzle (TIC). The exit velocity profile of a TIC nozzle will have a central part that is uniform and parallel, and a divergent part close to the wall, see Figure 6. The truncation can be made as far upstream as the kernel, and as long as the kernel is undisturbed can the MOC be used to calculate the flow field downstream the nozzle. Figure 4b illustrates the Mach number.

\[ m = \frac{T_e}{P_e} \]  

(14)
distribution. An optimization technique by Ahlberg [6] is used to find the best performances for a nozzle with certain mass, surface area, exit diameter, length and thrust coefficient. TIC nozzles are for example used in the European Ariane 4 and the American Saturn-I launcher.

A version of the TIC nozzle is the compressed TIC nozzle (CTIC). The design method of the CTIC nozzle was developed by the Japanese Gogish in the 60s. The idea is to compress a TIC nozzle linearly in the axial direction to a desired length. The compression causes the area ratio to grow faster which causes the flow to expand more rapid compared to a TIC nozzle. As a consequence, right-running compression waves will propagate from the compressed contour into the flow field. If the compression is strong enough, the characteristic lines will coalesce and form a right running oblique shock wave. If the shock wave lies near the nozzle wall, the pressure along the wall is increased and thus increasing the nozzle thrust. The CTIC nozzle is used on the Japanese H-II launcher (the LE7A nozzle).

3.1.5 Thrust Optimized Contoured nozzles (TOC)

Another design procedure for rocket nozzles today is a modified version of calculus of variables, developed by Rao [7]. The concept is; to find the exit area and nozzle contour which produces the optimum thrust for a given nozzle length and ambient pressure. The procedure can be divided into two steps. First the kernel flow (TNKO) is generated with MOC, for a variety of $\theta_N$ and a given throat curvature $r_{td}$, see Figure 7. Then by using calculus of variables for given design parameters (such as Mach number and area ratio or area ratio and nozzle length), the point P and N can be found by satisfying the following conditions;

1. Mass flow across PE equals the mass flow across NP.
2. The resulting nozzle gives the maximum thrust.

Once, P and N are found the kernel line NPE is fixed. The nozzle contour can then be generated by a series of parallel control surfaces $P'E'$, $P''E''$ from N to P ($P'$ and $P''$ are fixed on the kernel line and $E'$ and $E''$ are generated), see Figure 7. As the turning of the flow (contour) are more drastic compared to an ideal nozzle ($P=K$) it will induce weak compression waves in the region NPE, which will coalesce into a right running shock illustrated in the Mach number distribution, Figure 4c.

![Figure 7: Thrust optimized nozzle contour, [1].](image-url)
3.1.6 Parabolic bell nozzles (TOP)

Rao also developed an approximated version of the TOC nozzles, the Parabolic bell nozzles (TOP). He approximated the TOC nozzles by a skewed parabolic geometry from the inflection point to the nozzle exit.

\[
\left( \frac{r}{r_t} + b \frac{x}{r} \right)^2 + c \frac{x}{r} + d \frac{r}{r_t} + e = 0
\]  

By freely varying the five independent variables, \(r_{td}, \theta_N, L, r_E, \) and \(\theta_N,\) which defines the nozzle contour, any parabolic nozzle can be generated. But all of these parabolic nozzles are not a faithful approximation to a TOC, and will cause serious performance losses.

Comparing the Mach number distribution of the approximated parabolic nozzle (TOP) Figure 4d with the proposed TOC nozzle in Figure 4c it can be seen that the flow conditions along the wall are similar and that the performance is slightly less in the TOP nozzle, but there is a big difference in the shock pattern. The shock in the TOP nozzle is caused by the discontinuity in the contour at point N when the circular arc is continued with a parabolic curve. The discontinuity creates compression waves that coincide to an internal shock. This phenomenon is utilized in sea level nozzles, because it will effect the flow properties at the wall and increasing the exit wall pressure, i.e. decrease the overexpansion. The gain to reduce the overexpansion will outweigh the slight loss in performance and that’s why the Vulcain 2 (used on the Ariane 5 launcher) and SSME (Space Shuttle Main Engine) are designed as TOP nozzles.

3.2 Shock patterns in over- and underexpanded nozzle flow

During flight the jet flow is ideally expanded and adapted to the surrounding flow only during a short period. The rest of the time, the rocket engine operates in off-design, i.e. the exit pressure differs from the ambient pressure. As discussed in section 2, the nozzle flow is overexpanded \((p_e<p_a)\) at lower altitudes than design altitude, and underexpanded \((p_e>p_a)\) at higher altitudes than design altitude. When the rocket engine operates in off-design, compression and expansion waves are formed around the exhaust jet, with consequent density discontinuities, which gradually achieve a match between the pressure in the jet and the ambient pressure. The Pressure ratio \(n\) (15) is often used to describe the off-design supersonic discharge.

\[
n = \frac{p_e}{p_a}
\]  

An illustration of the exhaust plume patterns at underexpanded \((n>1)\), adapted \((n=1)\) and at overexpanded (but not separated flow) condition \((n<1)\) is given in Figure 8.
Figure 8: Flow patterns behind the nozzle, a) Under- ($p_e/p_a=2$), b) Ideal ($p_e/p_a=1$) and c) Over- ($p_e/p_a=0.3$) expanded flow, [1]

Figure 9 shows photographs on nozzle exhaust flows in off-design. In overexpanded flows, different barrel-like exhaust plumes can be formed when the exhaust flow adapts to the ambient flow through a system of oblique shocks and expansion waves. The different plume patterns are presented in Figure 9, the classical Mach disc, Figure 9a, the cap-shock pattern, Figure 9b and the apparent regular shock reflection at the centerline, Figure 9c. Figure 9d illustrate a Saturn 1-B rocket in underexpanded condition, resulting that the flow continues to expand behind the rocket. The actual shape of the overexpanded shock pattern depends on the nozzle contour type (internal flow field) and degree of overexpansion.

In ideal and TIC nozzles, a transition between the Mach disc and the apparent regular shock reflection is a matter of overexpansion. When the overexpansion is small, the flow is able to adapt to the ambient pressure without forming a strong shock system, i.e. a Mach disc.

The cap shock can only be observed in nozzles with an internal shock, i.e. TOC, TOP and CTIC nozzles. The cap shock is observed at the nozzle exit during start up. When the combustion pressure increases the flow becomes less overexpanded. At some point the internal shock intersects the centerline and a transition to a Mach disc pattern takes place. The shock patterns described above are not only exhausting plumes, they also exist inside nozzles at highly overexpanded flow conditions, when the flow is separated from the wall.
4 Shock-wave turbulent boundary layer interactions

As mentioned in the previous section, when a supersonic flow is exposed to an adverse pressure gradient it adapts to the higher pressure level through a shock wave system. The complex unsteady and three dimensional phenomena that are created between the separated jet and the shock are called, Shock Wave Boundary Layer Interactions (SWBLI).

4.1 Separation criteria

1904 formulate Prandtl for the first time the stationary \( \frac{\partial}{\partial t} = 0 \) Boundary Layer Equations ((16)-(18)). Due to no slip condition, the velocity on the surface of a stationary body is zero, which simplifies the momentum and continuity equation to the following form:

\[
\text{Momentum equation:} \quad u \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} = -\frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial p}{\partial x} + \nu \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial y^2} \quad (16)
\]
Continuity equation: 
\[
\frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} = 0
\]  \hspace{1cm} (17)

with 
\[
\frac{\partial p}{\partial y} = 0
\]  \hspace{1cm} (18)

Basically, separation occurs at the point where the turbulent boundary layer no longer can withstand the adverse pressure gradient imposed upon it by inviscid outer flow. The criterion for separation is defined as the limit between forward and reverse flow in the immediate neighborhood of the wall, i.e. the point where \( \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} \bigg|_{y=0} = 0 \), which simplifies Equation (16)

\[
\frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial p}{\partial x} = \nu \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial y^2}, \text{ at } y=0.
\]  \hspace{1cm} (19)

The velocity profile and the separation point are illustrated in Figure 10. As a note, separation can only occur when the potential flow is retarded, i.e. \( \frac{dp}{dx} > 0 \).

![Figure 10: Velocity profile at the separation point, from Zerjeski [8]](image)

4.2 Basic interactions

During the last 50 years the volition to understand the phenomena of shock wave boundary layer interaction has lead to extended studies through experiments. The work has been focused on three different configurations that involve interaction between a shock wave and a turbulent boundary layer in supersonic flow. These configurations are illustrated schematically in Figure 11. Before the interaction the incoming flow is a uniform flow along a plate.
The first configuration is the wedge (or ramp) flow, Figure 11a. The incoming uniform flow undergoes a deflection equal to the ramp angle $\alpha$. For small angles ($\alpha<15^\circ$) can the deflection occur without any separation. But when the deflection angle becomes too big, the pressure rise forces the boundary layer to separate from the wall and creates a separation bubble. Two shocks are formed; the first at the separation point and the other at the reattachment point. The two shocks coincide downstream the flow in an oblique shock.

The second type is separation induced by a step of height $h$ facing the flow, see Figure 11b. The step decreases the supersonic flow and gives rise to a sudden pressure rise. The boundary layer separates from the wall at the separation point $S$, and induces a shock wave starting near the separation point. Between the separation point and the step is a separation zone created.

The third type is separation caused by impingement of an oblique shock on a smooth wall, Figure 11c. The incident shock causes a deflection of the incoming flow, and a reflected shock is formed, as the downstream flow tends to become parallel to the wall.

Performed experiments on these three types have shown that the upstream part of interaction between the shock and the boundary layer is nearly independent of cause of separation, whether it is a solid obstacle or an incident shock wave. It has also been shown that the static wall pressure illustrated in Figure 12 has the same shape, independent of separation type. The wall pressure has a step rise short after the beginning.
of the interaction at I. The flow separates from the wall at point S, located at a distance $L_s$ from I. If the separated flow scale is large enough, the wall pressure then gradually approaches a plateau with almost constant pressure, labeled the plateau pressure $p_p$. A second pressure rise can be observed as the reattachment point at R is approached. These characteristics are independent on the downstream geometry, everything happens as if the flow were entirely determined by its properties at the onset of the interaction.

Figure 12: Typical static wall pressure distribution.

The pressure distribution above, illustrate the mean (static) pressure in the separation region. There is also a dynamic pressure, illustrated in Figure 13. The dynamic arise due to fluctuating of the separation point which causes the pressure to fluctuate between the pressure $p_i$ at the incipient point and the plateau pressure $p_p$. Upon that there are also the slightly pressure variation at $x_i$ and $x_p$ ($p_i'$ and $p_p'$).

Figure 13: Typical distribution of the fluctuating pressure in the interaction region near separation.
4.3 Free interaction theory

The observations that the wall pressure distribution has the same shape independent of origin of separation, lead Chapman et al. [9] to formulate a theory of free interaction. The theory was formulated to be applied in a case of plan, adiabatic, supersonic uniform flow, to compute the pressure distribution caused by boundary layer – shock interactions. As mentioned above, the flow is determined by its properties at the onset of the interaction. Therefore are, the Mach number $M_i$ and the pressure $p_i$ defining the inviscid uniform flow. The skin friction coefficient ($C_f$), the displacement thickness ($\delta^*$) etc. define the local characteristics of the boundary layer. The deflection of the mean flow in the streamwise direction is called $\theta$. Figure 14 illustrate the schematic flow field.

![Figure 14: Flow separation in uniform flow, notations [1].](image)

Chapman et al. made two assumptions about the flow in the interaction region:

1. The flow structure follows a law of similarity
   
   2. The deviation of the external non-viscid flow corresponds precisely to the displacement effect of the boundary layer:

   $$\frac{d\delta^*}{dx} = \theta - \theta_i. \quad (20)$$

The corner stone in the free interaction theory is the boundary layer momentum equation at the wall:

$$\frac{\partial p_w}{\partial x} = \frac{\partial \tau_w}{\partial y} \quad (21)$$

By integrating this equation from $x=x_i$, Chapman found a generalized form to write the streamwise pressure distribution,

$$F(s) = \sqrt{\frac{p - p_i}{q_i} \frac{v(M_i) - v(M)}{C_f}} \quad (22)$$
where \( s = (x-x_i)/l \), \( l \) is a reference length characterizing the extent of the domain, \( q_i \) is the dynamic pressure (Eq. 23), \( v \) is the Prandtl-Mayer function (Eq. 24), and \( C_{fi} \) is the skin friction coefficient at the point I.

\[
q_i = \frac{1}{2} \gamma p_i M_i^2
\]

\[
v = \left( \frac{\gamma + 1}{\gamma - 1} \right) \left( \frac{\gamma - 1}{\gamma + 1} \right) \left( M_i^2 - 1 \right) - \arctan \left( \frac{\gamma - 1}{\gamma + 1} \right) - \arctan \sqrt{M_i^2 - 1}
\]

Chapman then expressed the variation of \( v(M_i) - v(M) \) as a function of \( (p - p_i)/q_i \), linearised it for small pressure changes \( p - p_i \) and obtained

\[
F(s) = \frac{p - p_i}{q_i} \sqrt{\frac{M_i^2 - 1}{2C_{fi}}}
\]

\( F(s) \) is determined from experiments and is assumed to be a universal function, independent of Mach number and Reynolds number. Erdos & Pallone [10] determined the generalized wall pressure correlation function \( F(s) \), presented in Figure 15.

They used \( l = L_s = x_s - x_i \) as a reference length, were \( x_i, x_s \) are the onset of the interaction and separation length respectively. From Figure 15 it can be found that the correlation function \( F(s) \) has the following fixed value, \( F_s = F(1) =4.22 \) at the separation point and \( F_p = F(4) =6 \) at the plateau point \( x_p \).

![Figure 15: Generalized wall pressure correlation function \( F(s) \) for uniform turbulent flow, by Erdos & Pallone [10].](image)

## 5 Separation in overexpanded rocket nozzles

The previous chapter treated the general concept of shocks and separation of boundary layers from walls, when the uniformed flow was exposed to adverse pressure gradient. The exhaust jet from rocket nozzles which operate in overexpansion \( (n<1) \) is exposed to a similar pressure gradient. Overexpansion occurs when the rocket nozzle is exposed to a
higher ambient pressure than the design pressure, and also during start up transient, shut down transient, or engine throttling modes. As soon as n slightly is reduced below unity, an oblique shock system is formed at the exit of the nozzle (sec. 3.2). When n is reduced further to a level about 0.4-0.8, the viscous layer can no longer sustain the adverse pressure gradient imposed upon it by the inviscid flow and the boundary layer separates from the wall. Research has shown that there are at least two different separation patterns inside the nozzle, the classical free shock separation (FSS) and the restricted shock separation (RSS).

5.1 Free shock separation FSS

Free shock separation is when the flow is fully separated from the wall, i.e. the flow is separated from the beginning of the interaction throughout the nozzle. In Figure 16, the FSS pattern together with its characteristic points is illustrated. As mentioned earlier, the separation of the flow occurs when the overexpansion becomes too big. As the overexpansion grows (n decrease), the separation point moves further upstream the nozzle and vice versa as the overexpansion decreases.

By studying the pressure pattern in Figure 16 we see that the flow can be divided into three regions. First; upstream the incipient point (x_i), where the boundary layer is attached to the wall and has the same behavior as a full throttled nozzle. Second; the region there the pressure rises from minimum pressure (p_i) to the plateau pressure (p_p) (x_i<x<x_p). This region is referred as the separation- or the interaction- or the intermittent region. The boundary layer starts to be deflected at the incipient point (x_i), but it does not separate from the wall until the friction force τ_w is zero, at the separation point x_s. In the third and last region referred as the recirculation region the flow is fully separated. When the jet flow separates from the wall, the jet gas is replaced by ambient gas in the recirculation region. As the recirculation region becomes narrower upstream the nozzle, the ambient gas accelerates and therefore causes the pressure to slightly decrease. This causes the slightly pressure increment from the plateau pressure (p_p) at x_p to exit pressure.
(p_e) at the nozzle exit (almost ambient pressure). Figure 17 shows a CFD calculation of the Mach number distribution.

![Figure 17: Calculated Mach number distribution in Volvo S1 nozzle (n=0.13), [1].](image)

**5.2 Restricted shock separation RSS**

The other pattern is the restricted shock separation, which was discovered for the first time during cold gas tests of the J-2S nozzle in the early 70s. The RSS pattern of the flow field and pressure distribution is illustrated in Figure 18.

![Figure 18: Illustration of restricted shock separation, [1].](image)

It can be seen that the shock pattern are similar to the pattern for an incident oblique shock wave described in section 4.2 (Figure 10). The RSS pattern only occurs in strongly overexpanded nozzles with an internal shock (TOP, CTIC). The pattern arises when the flow separates (deflects) from the wall and forms a shock wave, due to the overexpansion. The deflected flow is then reflected towards the wall by the shock aroused from the cap shock. If the reflection is sufficient strong, it will cause the flow to be reattached to the wall, which forms a closed separation bubble. The difference in pressure pattern for RSS and FSS is that the RSS pressure pattern rises from the plateau pressure (p_p) at x_p towards the maximum pressure (p_r) at the reattachment point x_r. Figure
19 illustrates a CFD (numerical) calculation of the Mach number distribution for a free shock separation.

![Figure 19: Calculated Mach number distribution in Volvo S1 nozzle (n=0.15), [1]](image)

**5.3 Separation criteria**

As mentioned in the introduction, predictions of the separation point and the pressure distribution along the nozzle wall are prerequisite before a reliable side load model can be made. For instance in nozzles featuring transition between FSS and RSS, the “worst case” side-load occurs when one half of the nozzle experience RSS and the other half FSS [1]. Extended studies and experiments have been performed on overexpanded rocket nozzles in an attempt to understand and predict the flow separation better. Most of the studies are performed on conical and truncated ideal nozzles which only feature free shock separation. The extended studies have resulted in a number of empirical and semi-empirical models to predict the separation point. It should be noted that the separation point fluctuates between two extremes. Due to the wide spectrum of parameters in the boundary layer- shock interaction (e.g. nozzle contour, gas properties, wall temperature, wall configuration and roughness) no reliable separation point model is available today. Some of the current separation point models for FSS are presented below.

**5.3.1 Separation criteria for FSS**

The most simple and classical criteria for FSS was formulated by Summerfield et al. [11], which is purely based on extensive experiments from conical nozzles in the late 1940s.

\[
p_i/p_a \approx 0.4
\]

(32)

Schilling [12] derived 1962 a simple empirical model based on experiments from conical and truncated ideal nozzles. The model was accounting for the increase of separation pressure ratio \(p_i/p_a\) with increasing Mach number,

\[
p_i/p_a = k_i(p_o/p_a)^{k_i}
\]

(33)
with $k_1=0.582$ and $k_2=-0.195$ for contoured nozzles, and $k_1=0.541$ and $k_2=-0.136$ for conical nozzles. But the model has one big weakness; the separation ratio $p_i/p_p$ is higher for cold gas nozzles than for hot gas nozzles, and that’s the opposite what the experiments in the literature shows.

The first semi-empirical criterion was derived by Crocco & Probstein [13], which is based on a simplified boundary layer integral approach. The criterion accounts for properties of the boundary layer, the gas and the inviscid Mach number at the onset of the separation. The criterion showed a variation of agreement with experimental data. NASA therefore recommended a 20% margin to the predicted separation point (1976). At the same time Schmucker [14] derived the empirical criterion

$$p_i/p_a = (1.88M_i - 1)^{-0.64}.$$ (34)

Despite its simplicity it shows a similar agreement with experimental data as the Crocco & Probstein criterion, and is therefore still widely used.

The rather poor agreement of the above criteria can be explained by studying Figure 16. The pressure rise in the above criteria is described with one expression that are involving two mechanism, the pressure rise near the separation point and the slightly pressure rise in the recirculation area. Lawrence [15] therefore suggested that the pressure ratio $p_i/p_p$ should be subdivided into two parts $p_i/p_p$, $p_i/p_p$, and described separately. The pressure ratio $p_i/p_p$ is caused by the shock-wave boundary layer interaction described in section 4.

Zukoski [16] described the pressure ratio $p_i/p_p$ at the simple form

$$p_i/p_p = \frac{2}{2 + M_i}.$$ (35)

The criterion shows good agreement with performed experiments. But it has the drawback that all experiments were performed with air, and thus does not include the dependency of specific heat $\gamma$.

Östlund [17] has developed a criterion for the pressure ratio $p_i/p_p$, which is based on oblique shock relations.

$$p_i/p_p = \left[1 + \gamma M_i^2 \sin^2(\beta) \left[1 - \frac{\tan(\beta - \theta)}{\tan(\beta)}\right]\right]^{-1}$$ (36)

with $\beta=-3.764M_i+42.878$ [°] and $\theta=1.678M_i+9.347$[°] for Mach number range $2.5 \leq M_i \leq 4.5$. Frey [18] has proposed a similar criterion based only on the shock angle $\beta$. 
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\[
\frac{p_i}{p_p} = \left[1 + \frac{2\gamma}{\gamma + 1} \left(M_i^2 \sin^2(\beta) - 1\right)\right]^{-1}
\]

(37)

with \(\beta = -4.7M_i + 44.5 \, [\degree]\) for Mach number range \(2.5 \leq M_i \leq 4.5\).

The discovery that the pressure rise should be subdivided into two parts resulted in a better agreement with performed experiments. The above criteria are quite simple and purely empirical, and are not built on a physical model which would be favorable to describe the pressure rise correctly. A promising theory which includes the physics in the separation region is the generalized free interaction theory by Carrière [19]. This criterion will be discussed separately in next section, due to its importance in current semi-empirical models for flow separation in overexpanded nozzles.

To be able to describe the pressure distribution throughout the nozzle a criterion for the pressure ratio \(p_p/p_a\) is also needed. Today there are no such models available for contoured nozzles operated with hot gases, but there are two models available for conical nozzles operated with air, one by Kudryavtsev [20] and one by Malik & Tagirov [21]. The one by Kudryavtsev is purely empirical for half angles \(\alpha < 15^\degree\),

\[
\frac{p_p}{p_a} = \left[1 + \left(\frac{0.192}{\sin \alpha} - 0.7 \left(1 - \frac{M}{M_a}\right)\right)\right]^{-1}
\]

(38)

where \(M_a\) is the average exit Mach number defined by the nozzle expansion ratio \(\varepsilon\). For \(\alpha > 15^\degree\), he found out that pressure ratio \(p_p/p_a \approx 1\), i.e. independent of the Mach number.

The one by Malik & Tagirov is semi-empirical and have showed good agreement with test data, see Figure 20. The model is based on Abramovich’s theory for mixing of counter flowing turbulent jets. Generalizing of this model to contoured nozzles operated with hot gases could be a promising model in the future to describe the recirculation flow.

![Figure 20: Calculated and experimental pressure distributions for different conical nozzles, a) \(\alpha=22.5^\degree\), b) \(\alpha=7^\degree\), and c) \(\alpha=4^\degree\), from Malik & Tagirov [21]](image)
5.3.2 Generalized free interaction theory

As mentioned in section 4.3, the free interaction theory of Chapman can be applied for uniform supersonic flows to calculate the pressure distribution due to the boundary layer-shock interaction. This theory has been generalized by Carrière [19] for non-uniform incoming flows as well as the curvature in the interaction region. The non-uniformity of the flow is by Carrière described with a normalized pressure gradient in the axial direction

\[ p' = \frac{\delta^*_i \cdot dp}{q_i \cdot dx} \]  

where \( \delta^*_i \) is the displacement thickness at the beginning of the interaction. In the most generalized case, the universal wall pressure correlation function (Eq. 22) can be rewritten for non-uniform flows on the form:

\[ F \left( \frac{x - x_i}{x_s - x_i}, p' \right) = \frac{\sqrt{p(x) - p_i(x) \\bar{v}(x) - v(x)}}{q_i \cdot C_{ij}} \]  

where \( v \) is the Prandtl-Meyer function for the actual pressure at \( x \) and \( \bar{v} \) the value \( v \) would take at the same location in absence of flow separation. The Mach number in the Prantl-Mayer function (Eq. 24) can be found from the isotropic relation (Eq.11b)

\[ M = \sqrt{\frac{2}{\gamma - 1} \left[ \frac{(p/p_0)^{\frac{1}{\gamma}} - 1}{\gamma - 1} \right]} \]  

Substituting Eqs. (41) and (24) into (28), it can be realized that the correlation function \( F \) is independent of the Mach number and Reynolds number. The correlation function \( F \) was determined by Carrière through experiments on one ideal nozzle and three conical nozzles. Figure 21 shows the generalized pressure correlation function \( F \) and the separation length \( l_s \). The uniform flow correlation function is also included in the figure as a comparison.

The next step is to define the value of the correlation function \( F \) at the separation point \( x_s \) and/or the plateau point \( x_p \). Carrière suggested to use the separation point in his further calculations and therefore defined \( F = F_s = 4.22 \). Östlund on the other hand suggested using the plateau point \( x_p \) and defined \( F = F_p = 6 \), which is analogous to Erdos & Pallone’s definition of the plateau point for uniform flows.

In Equation 40 there is still one variable that is unknown, the interaction length \( l_i \) \((l_p)\). To find an interaction length law (ILL), least square methods were used by fitting experimental pressure distributions to a theoretical curve, see Figure 21b.
When \( x_i \) and \( x_p(x_s) \) are determined/assumed (explained further in next section), Equation (40) becomes an implicit system with one variable (\( x \)) and must therefore be solved iteratively, e.g. with the Euler method (10).

\[
F(s) = \frac{F_s}{v_s - v_i} = \text{constant}
\]

Figure 21: a) Wall pressure correlation, and b) separation length for \( F_s = 4.22 \), according to the generalized free interaction theory for non-uniform flow by Carrière [19]

Östlund suggested a method to determine the start of the interaction point (\( x_i \)), if the nozzle operation condition and plateau pressure were known. He rewrote Eq. (40) on the implicit form

\[
s = \frac{x - x_i}{x_p - x_i}
\]
\[ F_p = \frac{v(x_i + \frac{f_i}{p_i} (f_i \cdot \delta_i^*(x_i)) - v_p(p_p))}{f_i} \]  

(42)

with

\[ f_i(x_i, p_p) = \frac{P_p/P_i - 1}{\frac{1}{2} \gamma M_i^2 C_{fl} F_p} \]  

(43)

and

\[ \frac{l_p}{\delta_i^*} = f\left(\frac{F_p}{v_p - v_p}\right) \]  

(44)

which is found from the interaction length law, see Figure 21. Equation 42 is solved iteratively for \( x_i \).

The generalized free interaction theory has shown good agreement with nozzle test data in the interaction region. Figure 22 shows a comparison between calculated and measured pressure distribution in the Volvo S7 short nozzle, performed by Östlund.

![Figure 22: Predicted and measured wall pressure profile in the Volvo S7 short nozzle, from [1]](image-url)
6 Semi-empirical models based on the generalized free interaction theory

The corner stones in the semi-empirical models by Reijasse & Birkemeyer [22] and Zerjeski [8] are the generalized free interaction theory developed by Carrière and momentum calculation over the recirculation region. Zerjeski’s model is based on the model by Reijasse & Birkemeyer, with some changes in the calculation of the recirculation region. The two models are described more in detail below.

6.1 Model by Reijasse & Birkemeyer

The basic principle of the model is momentum conservation over the separated flow, i.e. the recirculation region. Figure 23 shows a “detailed” illustration of the flow field and pressure distribution in the recirculation region. The boundaries of the recirculation region are the nozzle wall, the upper limit of the mixing layer and a cross-section at the nozzle exit between the mixing layer and the nozzle wall. To be able to compute the momentum, it is necessarily to have information about the pressure and velocity profile on the boundaries.

As mentioned earlier, an oblique shock is formed when the boundary layer separates from the nozzle wall. Downstream the shock, are the jet and the ambient medium mixed together in a mixing layer. Consider Figure 23 and it can be realized that the upper limit of the mixing layer is the lower (inner) limit of the recirculation region. In this model is the calculation of the flow field (and pressure distribution) subdivided into three major parts; the conical shock, the mixing layer and the boundary layer upstream the separation point.

Figure 23: Flow field and pressure distribution, from R&B [22]
6.1.1 Flow field

The conical shock: The direction of the flow field upstream the separation point is given by the nozzle contour. At the separation point a mixing layer starts to be formed. The direction of the mixing layer is said to be directly connected to the deflection over the shock. Reijasse & Birkemeyer uses the well known oblique shock relations (section 4.4) to determine the shock- and the deflection angle. The oblique shock equations (Eqs. 27-31) have five equations with six unknowns. Reijasse & Birkemeyer solves this by using the generalized free interaction theory (section 5.3.2) to calculate the pressure rise over the shock $(p/p_0)$, and thus are they able to solve the oblique shock relations.

Mixing layer: The calculation of the mixing layer is made with the relations for an isobaric, incompressible, turbulent mixing layer, given by Görtler [23]. These relations can be used for a compressible and rotational flow with some modifications described in [24] and [25] respectively. The method by Görtler is only made for mixing layers with zero initial boundary layer thickness and therefore is a fictitious origin upstream the separation point integrated in the model, see Figure 23. The fictitious origin is determined from the boundary layer thickness at the separation point, which is originated from the boundary layer upstream the separation point.

Boundary layer: Both the calculation of the mixing layer and the generalized free interaction theory needs the properties of the boundary layer upstream the separation point. Reijasse & Birkemeyer estimates the boundary layer at the wall with the relations for a flat plate given by Michael [26].

6.1.2 Momentum calculations

To be able to compute the momentum on the recirculation region, the pressure distribution far downstream the interaction point must be determined. As seen in Figure 23, the missing part of the pressure distribution can be estimated with a linear distribution. The restrictions on the estimated pressure distributions can be seen in Figure 24; the minimum exit pressure is equal to the pressure calculated with generalized free interaction theory and the maximum exit pressure is equal the ambient pressure.

In the calculation of the momentum on the mixing layer boundary, the pressure is assumed to be constant in the vertical direction (in the recirculation region). It therefore remains to compute the momentum at the nozzle exit. Through LDV (Laser Doppler Velocimetry) experiments and numerical simulations, Reijasse & Birkemeyer made the assumptions that the inflow velocity profile and the pressure at the nozzle exit are constant. Since the velocity at the inner boundary (at the mixing layer) is zero, a reduction factor of 0.9 of the height of the recirculation region at the nozzle exit is introduced for compensation.
6.1.3 Determination of the separation point

The determination of the separation point for a given pressure ratio is done by iteration, starting with a virtual separation point near the nozzle throat. There the interaction length law and the generalized free interaction theory are applied to calculate the pressure distribution in the recirculation region (completed, if necessary with a linear pressure distribution). If the conservation of the momentum is satisfied, the virtual separation point is the real one. A variety of solutions can be found and therefore is the procedure repeated for other virtual separation points downstream the throat. The final solution is the mean value of the solutions.

6.1.4 Results of Reijasse & Birkemeyer model

Reijasse & Birkemeyer verified the model by comparing calculations with experimental values on two nozzles, a TIC and a LEA nozzle; the results are presented in Figure 25.

Figure 25: Prediction of separation location in TIC and LEA nozzle, R&B [22]
The prediction of the separation point shows good agreement with the experimental values for both nozzles. The maximum difference between the predicted and the experimental separation point is less than 5% of the nozzle length.

6.2 Model by Zerjeski

The model by Zerjeski is an extended version of Reijasse & Birkemeyer’s model. The generalized free interaction theory and momentum calculations are still the basic principle of the model. The computation of the model together with the changes compared to Reijasse & Birkemeyer’s model is described below. The characteristics of the flow are illustrated in Figure 26.

6.2.1 Local flow parameters and boundary layer

The local flow parameters (M, T, ρ, and p) are determined by the area Mach number relation and the isotropic relation in section 2.1.1.

Zerjeski has extended the model by using boundary layer equations (upstream the incipient point) which are valid for hot gases and alternating wall temperature. The equations are derived by Reshotko & Tucker [27] from an Integration method for determination of turbulent boundary layers with a small pressure gradient. Comparison of the derived boundary layer thickness, displacement thickness and momentum thickness with TDK simulations showed good agreement. But the comparison of the friction coefficient C_f showed poor agreement. The model by Michel (used in Reijasse & Birkemeyer model) for a flat plate showed good agreement for the friction coefficient and is therefore used in the model.
6.2.2 Shock and mixing layer growth

The derivation of the shock is done by an iteration process of the oblique shock relations downstream the nozzle, illustrated in Figure 26. The pressure is assumed constant behind the shock and is determined from the generalized free interaction theory. At every new point of the shock are the local flow parameters calculated and used in the oblique shock relations.

The method which Zerjeski uses to compute the mixing layer is based on the theory by Görtler, used in Reijasse & Birkemeyer’s model. Papamoschou & Roshko [28] followed up the work by Görtler, and defined some equations for the mixing layer growth for incompressible gases. Transformation of the mixing layer growth to compressible and axisymmetrical flow is made by the ratios by Brummund & Scheel [29] and Schlichting [30] respectively. This approach also has the advantage that no fictitious origin is needed, since the opening angle of the mixing layer can be found from a tangent function of the mixing layer growth.

The direction of the mixing layer is also slightly changed compared with the model by Reijasse & Birkemeyer. In Reijasse & Birkemeyer’s model the direction is said to be equal to the deflection angle over the shock. But the mixing layer is slightly pushed into the ambient low velocity gas in the recirculation region, and thereby deflects the mixing layer direction. Schlichting [30] defined the deflection to 0.7°.

The last thing to determine is the velocity profile in the recirculation region before the momentum calculations can be performed. Brown and Roshko found a relation between the deflected jet velocity $U_1$ and the inflow velocity $v_{ent}$ at the outer boundary of the mixing layer. To determine the velocity profile $v_{rec}$, Zerjeski approximated the velocity profile by a 6 grade function. With a calculation of the mass balance in the recirculation region, $v_{rec, max}$ can be determined and thus the velocity profile. The pressure $p_{rec}$ is determined through isotropic relations.
6.2.3 Momentum calculation and prediction of separation point

Same procedure as in Reijasse & Birkemeyer’s model is used to calculate the momentum on the recirculation region, see Figure 28. Momentum conservation calculations are made for both the x and y direction.

Zerjeski’s iteration process to predict the separation point is illustrated in Appendix 1 (in German). Due to some losses in the model is the momentum conservation (Impulshalterung) not fulfilled, with the consequence that the interruption criterion does not work.

![Figure 28: Properties at the recirculation region boundaries, [8]](image)

6.2.4 Results of Zerjeski model

Zerjeski validated the model on a subscale TIC nozzle operated with cold gas. By fitting the model with one experiment, the losses mentioned above were found and thus could the model be used. The model showed good agreement for the four different pressure ratios ($p_t/p_a$), 35, 40, 45 and 50. The predicted separation points differed to the experimental value with, 5.5, 0.69, 1.0 and 0.42 % of the nozzle length respectively. The calculated pressure distributions showed good agreement, see Figure 29

![Figure 29: Calculated and experimental wall pressure distributions, [8]](image)
6.3 Summary of the current models

The two models described above shows good agreement with performed experiments. But they have the weakness that they are only developed and tested for cold gases. The model by Zerjeski includes hot gases and alternating wall temperatures upstream the separation point, but not after the shock where the ambient- and jet gas mixes together. Another weakness in the models is a generalization of a constant (or constant increment of the) pressure distribution downstream the interaction region. What happens in the recirculation region therefore depends on the interaction region where the generalized free interaction theory is applied. Increasing the reliability in a new model demands two separately calculations; one in the interaction region and one in the recirculation region. That is applied in Malik and Tagirov’s model, see Figure 20.

7 New model for the recirculation region

As a first step to build a more reliable model, various parameters of the jet and the ambient medium, and the mixing dynamic between the two gases inside the nozzle must be included. The model developed below, is a version of an integral method developed by Ginevsky [31] to calculate mixing layer thicknesses in turbulent mixing flows. The model takes the following parameters into account; jet and ambient gas adiabatic exponent \((\gamma_i, \gamma_e)\), molecular weight of the jet and ambient gas \((\mu_i, \mu_e)\), total temperature of the jet and ambient gas \((T_{0i}, T_{0e})\), and the nozzle wall contour in the separation zone \((r_w(x))\).

7.1 Model

To take gas compressibility (due to high velocity) and axial symmetry of the flow into account, the following two assumptions are made;

- profiles of the excess velocities and of the total enthalpy are self-similar with respect to the dimensionless variable obtained when converting from lateral coordinates \(y\) to new coordinate \(\eta\) with Dorodnitsyn-Mangler’s transform;

- turbulent viscosity \(\mu_t\) defined with the second Prandtl formula is constant across the viscous region and is equal to

\[
\mu_t = \sqrt[3]{\rho_{0.5}} |u_i - u_e| \Lambda, \tag{45}
\]

where \(\rho_{0.5}\) is density at the mixing layer line where \(H_{0.5} = 0.5(H_e + H_i)\) and \(u_{0.5} = 0.5(u_e + u_i)\), and \(\Lambda\) is a turbulence scale defined with the following equation:

\[
\Lambda = (u_i - u_e) \left| \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} \right|_{\max} \tag{46}
\]
The jet flow behind the nozzle is usually divided into three regions, the initially, transient and main section.

The main section lies at a substantial distance from the nozzle exit. The pressure across the jet flattens out and the jet flow becomes isobaric.

The transient section, where the jet flow is weakly nonisobaric, lies between the initial and main sections. The process of the viscous mixing is the governing process at the transient section. At that, influence of a nonisobaric pattern becomes negligible.

The flow at the initial section of a supersonic overexpanded jet is most interested from the viewpoint of solving the stated problem concerning the nozzle separation zone flow. The initial section stretches between the nozzle exit and where the inner mixing layer boundary reaches the jet axis.

### 7.2 Isobaric jet

In the case, when the off-design pressure ratio doesn’t significantly differ from unity, the rate of mixing layer growth is close to the one corresponding to outflow of an isobaric jet, i.e. a jet that is out-flowing into boundless space without any pressure gradient (\(\nabla P=0\)).

The flow is called co-flow if the ambient medium flows in the same direction as the jet and counter-flow if it flows in the opposite direction. To compute the mixing layer growth, different techniques to manipulate the boundary-layer equations is used. The boundary-layer equations for compressible, axisymmetric turbulent flow can be written as [32];

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Continuity:} & \quad \frac{\partial}{\partial x} (\rho y u) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} (\rho y v) = 0 \\
\text{Momentum:} & \quad \rho y u \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \rho y v \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} + y \frac{dP}{dx} = \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ y(\mu + \mu_t) \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} \right] \\
\text{assume,} & \quad \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} = 0, \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} = 0
\end{align*}
\]

Let’s introduce the velocity component in the mixing layer \(\Delta u\) (excess velocity) with the following equation:

\[
\Delta u = \frac{u - u_e}{u_i - u_e}
\]
Here $u_i$ is velocity at the inner boundary of the mixing layer; $u_e$ is velocity at the outer boundary of the mixing layer, see Figure 30. In accordance with Eq. (49), $u$ can be represented in the following form:

$$u = u_e + (u_i - u_e) \Delta u$$

(50)

We stop here for now with the isobaric jet, since we are interested in flows that are formed when the off-design pressure differs from unity. We will come back in the end of next section and present the equations for the mixing layer growth for isobaric jets.

![Figure 30: Flow characteristics in the recirculation region.](image)

7.3 Nonisobaric jet

Nonisobaric jets are formed when gases outflow from nozzles in off-design. The separated supersonic overexpanded jet gas ejects gas from the separation zone bounded by the nozzle wall. The ejected mass flow rate is replaced by the ambient gas flowing to the separated zone through the nozzle exit. Therefore, the flow under consideration is similar to a jet counter-flow. But in contrast to counter-flow in boundless space, the nozzle wall pressure has a longitudinal gradient (x-direction), which influence on the separation zone flow. Assume that the pressure doesn’t change across the mixing layer and the separation zone (y-direction). As the velocities are low in the separation zone, we can use the Bernoulli equation for determination of a relation between the pressure and the velocity at the outer boundary of the mixing layer.

$$P + \frac{\rho_e}{2} u_e^2 + \frac{\rho_e}{2} v_e^2 = const$$

or

$$P + \frac{\rho_e}{2} u_e^2 (1 + \tan^2 \theta) = const$$

(51)
Differentiate Eq. (51) with respect to x,

\[
\frac{dP}{dx} = -\rho_e u_e \frac{du_e}{dx} (1 + \tan^2 \theta),
\]  

(52)

where \(\theta\) is the angle of velocity vector inclination with respect to the x-axis. It is close to the nozzle wall angle.

Continuing by using the boundary-layer equation for compressible, axisymmetric turbulent flow (Eq. (47) and Eq. (48)). Use Eq. (47) and replace \(u\) by \(u-u_e\) in Eq. (48), the momentum equation can then be transformed to the following form:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ \rho u y(u-u_e) \right] + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ \rho v y(u-u_e) \right] + \left[ \rho v y \frac{du_e}{dx} + y \frac{dP}{dx} \right] = \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ y(\mu + \mu_t) \frac{\partial(u-u_e)}{\partial y} \right]
\]  

(53)

Integrating this equation from \(y_i\) to \(y_w\) (nozzle wall radius), for simplicity Eq. (53) is divided into 5 parts;

\[
B1 = \int_{y_i}^{y_w} \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ \rho v y(u-u_e) \right] dy = \int_{y_i}^{y_w} \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ \rho v y(u_e-u) \right] dy = \int_{y_i}^{y_w} \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ \rho v y(u_e-u) \right] dy =
\]

\[
\left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ \rho v y(u-u_e) \right] \right]_{y_i}^{y_w} - \left[ \rho v y(u_e-u) \right]_{y_i}^{y_w} + \left[ \rho v y(u_e-u) \right]_{y_i}^{y_w} - \left[ \rho v y(u_e-u) \right]_{y_i}^{y_w} + \left[ \rho v y(u_e-u) \right]_{y_i}^{y_w} =
\]

\[
= \frac{d}{dx} \int_{y_i}^{y_w} \left[ \rho v y(u-u_e) \right] dy - \left( \rho v y(u-u_e) \right)_{y_i} \frac{dy_i}{dx} + \left( \rho v y(u_e-u) \right) \frac{dy_i}{dx} =
\]

\[
= \frac{d}{dx} \int_{y_i}^{y_w} \left[ \rho v y(u-u_e) \right] dy - \left( \rho v y(u-u_e) \right)_{y_i} \frac{dy_i}{dx} + \left( \rho v y(u_e-u) \right) \frac{dy_i}{dx} =
\]

\[
C1 = \int_{y_i}^{y_w} \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ \rho \nu y(u-u_e) \right] dy = \int_{y_i}^{y_w} \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ \rho \nu y(u_e-u) \right] dy = \int_{y_i}^{y_w} \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ \rho \nu y(u_e-u) \right] dy =
\]

\[
\left[ \frac{d}{dx} \left[ \rho \nu y(u-u_e) \right] \right]_{y_i}^{y_w} - \left[ \rho \nu y(u_e-u) \right]_{y_i}^{y_w} + \left[ \rho \nu y(u_e-u) \right]_{y_i}^{y_w} =
\]

\[
= \left[ \frac{d}{dx} \left[ \rho \nu y(u-u_e) \right] \right]_{y_i}^{y_w} - \left[ \rho \nu y(u_e-u) \right]_{y_i}^{y_w} + \left[ \rho \nu y(u_e-u) \right]_{y_i}^{y_w} =
\]

\[
= \left( \rho \nu y(u-u_e) \right)_{y_i}^{y_w} - \left( \rho \nu y(u_e-u) \right)_{y_i}^{y_w} =
\]

\[
= (\rho \nu y)(u-u_e)
\]
\[ D1 = \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \rho v y \frac{d u_e}{d x} dy + \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \rho v y \frac{d u_e}{d y} dy + \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \rho v y \frac{d u_e}{d x} dy = \frac{d u_e}{d x} \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \rho v y dy + \frac{1}{2} (y_w^2 - y_e^2) u_e \rho \frac{d u_e}{d x} \]

\[ E1 = \int_{y_i}^{y_f} y \frac{d P}{d x} dy = \frac{1}{2} (y_w^2 - y_e^2) \frac{d P}{d x} = [eq(2)] = -\frac{1}{2} (y_w^2 - y_e^2) \rho u_e \frac{d u_e}{d x} (1 + \tan^2 \theta) \]

\[ F1 = \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ y(\mu + \mu_i) \frac{\partial(u - u_e)}{\partial y} \right] dy = [I.B.P] = \]

\[ = \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ y(\mu + \mu_i) \frac{\partial(u - u_e)}{\partial y} \right] dy + \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ y(\mu + \mu_i) \frac{\partial(u - u_e)}{\partial y} \right] dy = [I.B.P] = \]

\[ = \left[ y(\mu + \mu_i) \frac{\partial(u - u_e)}{\partial y} \right]_{y_i}^{y_f} - \int_{y_i}^{y_f} y(\mu + \mu_i) \frac{\partial(u - u_e)}{\partial y} dy = y_i(\mu + \mu_i) \frac{\partial(u - u_e)}{\partial y} = 0 \]

Use equations B1-F1 and rewrite Eq. (53):

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \left[ \rho v y (u - u_e) \right] dy + (\rho u y) \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( u_i - u_e \right) + \frac{d y_i}{d x} \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \rho v y dy + \]

\[ + \frac{1}{2} (y_w^2 - y_e^2) u_e \rho \frac{d u_e}{d x} - \frac{1}{2} (y_w^2 - y_e^2) \rho u_e \frac{d u_e}{d x} (1 + \tan^2 \theta) = 0 \]

Divide Eq. (54) on both sides with \( u_i - u_e \):

\[ \frac{1}{u_i - u_e} \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \left[ \rho v y (u - u_e) \right] dy + (\rho u y) \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( u_i - u_e \right) + \frac{1}{u_i - u_e} \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \rho v y dy + \]

\[ + \frac{1}{2} (y_w^2 - y_e^2) u_e \rho \frac{d u_e}{d x} - \frac{1}{2} (y_w^2 - y_e^2) \rho u_e \frac{d u_e}{d x} (1 + \tan^2 \theta) = 0 \]

The first term in Eq. (55) can be written as

\[ \frac{1}{u_i - u_e} \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \left[ \rho v y (u - u_e) \right] dy = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \rho v y (u - u_e) dy + \frac{d}{d x} \ln(u_i - u_e) \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \rho v y u - u_e dy = \]

\[ = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \rho v y dy + \frac{d}{d x} \ln(u_i - u_e) \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \rho v y dy \]
Combining Eq. (55) and Eq. (56), the momentum equation transforms to the following form:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial x} \int_{y_i}^{y_w} \rho u y \Delta u dy + (\rho u y) \frac{dy}{dx} - (\rho v y) + A = 0
\]  

(57)

where

\[
A = \frac{d}{dx} \ln(u_i - u_e) \int_{y_i}^{y_w} \rho u y \Delta u dy + \frac{1}{u_i - u_e} \left[ \frac{d u_e}{d x} \int_{y_i}^{y_w} \rho u y dy + \frac{1}{2} (y_w^2 - y_e^2) u_e \rho \frac{d u_e}{d x} \right] - \frac{1}{2} (y_w^2 - y_e^2) \rho \rho_e \frac{d u_e}{d x} (1 + \tan^2 \theta) = 0
\]  

(58)

Multiplying the momentum equation (Eq. (48)) with 2u and using the continuity equation (Eq (47)), it transforms the momentum equation to the following form:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial x} [\rho u y (u^2 - u_e^2)] + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} [\rho u y u (u^2 - u_e^2)] + \left[ 2 \rho u y u_e \frac{d u_e}{d x} + 2 u y \frac{d P}{d x} \right] = 2 u_e \frac{\partial}{\partial y} [y (\mu + \mu_e) \frac{\partial u}{\partial y}]
\]  

(59)

Integrating this equation from \(y_i\) to \(y_w\), (for simplicity Eq. (59) is divided into 5 parts);

\[
B2 = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \int_{y_i}^{y_w} \rho u y (u^2 - u_e^2) dy = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \int_{y_i}^{y_w} \rho u y (u^2 - u_e^2) dy + (\rho v y) \frac{dy}{dx} (u_i^2 - u_e^2)
\]  

(60b)

\[
C2 = \int_{y_i}^{y_w} \frac{\partial}{\partial y} [\rho u y (u^2 - u_e^2)] dy = [I.B.P] = (\rho v y) (u_i^2 - u_e^2)
\]  

(60c)

\[
D2 = \int_{y_i}^{y_w} 2 \rho u y u_e \frac{d u_e}{d x} dy = \int_{y_i}^{y_w} 2 \rho u y u_e \frac{d u_e}{d x} dy + \int_{y_i}^{y_w} 2 \rho u y u_e \frac{d u_e}{d x} dy = 2 u_e \frac{d u_e}{d x} \int_{y_i}^{y_w} \rho u y dy + 2 \rho u_e \frac{d u_e}{d x} \frac{y^2_w - y^2_e}{2}
\]  

(60d)

\[
E2 = \int_{y_i}^{y_w} 2 u y \frac{d P}{d x} dy = \int_{y_i}^{y_w} 2 u y \frac{d P}{d x} dy + \int_{y_i}^{y_w} 2 u y \frac{d P}{d x} dy = 2 \frac{d P}{d x} \int_{y_i}^{y_w} u y dy + \left[ 2 u_e \frac{d P}{d x} \frac{y^2_w}{2} \right]_{y_i}^{y_w} = [Eq.(52)] = -2 \rho u_e \frac{d u_e}{d x} (1 + \tan^2 \theta) \int_{y_i}^{y_w} u y dy - \rho u_e \frac{d u_e}{d x} (1 + \tan^2 \theta) (y_w^2 - y_e^2)
\]  

(60e)
\[ F^2 = \int_{y_i}^{y_f} 2u \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ y(\mu + \mu_r) \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} \right] dy = \int_{y_i}^{y_f} 2u \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ y(\mu + \mu_r) \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} \right] dy = [I.B.P] = \]
\[ = 2 \int_{y_i}^{y_f} u y(\mu + \mu_r) \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} dy - 2 \int_{y_i}^{y_f} y(\mu + \mu_r) \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} dy \]
\[ = -2 \int_{y_i}^{y_f} y(\mu + \mu_r) \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} \right)^2 dy \]

Divide Eqs. (60 b-f) with \( u_i^2 - u_e^2 \) and use the same technique as in Eq. (56), and also:

\[ \frac{u_i^2 - u_e^2}{u_i^2 - u_e^2} = \frac{u - u_e}{u_i - u_e} = \frac{u + u_e}{u_i + u_e} = [Eq(49)] = \Delta u \frac{u + u_e}{u_i + u_e} \]

(61a)

\[ \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial y} = \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( \frac{u - u_e}{u_i - u_e} \right) \iff \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} = (u_i - u_e) \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial y} \]

(61b)

Finally we obtain:

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \rho y \mu u \frac{u + u_e}{u_i + u_e} dy + \frac{d}{dx} \ln(u_i^2 - u_e^2) \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \rho y u^2 - u_e^2 dy + (\rho \psi)_i \frac{dy}{dx} - (\rho \psi)_i + \]
\[ + \frac{1}{u_i^2 - u_e^2} \left[ 2u_e \frac{du_e}{dx} \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \rho y u dy + 2\rho \frac{u_e}{dx} \frac{du_e}{dx} \left( y^2 - y_e^2 \right) \right] = -2 \int_{y_i}^{y_f} y(\mu + \mu_r) \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} \right)^2 dy = \]
\[ = -2 \frac{2}{u_i^2 - u_e^2} \int_{y_i}^{y_f} y(\mu + \mu_r) \left( \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial y} \right)^2 \]

simplified,

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \int_{y_i}^{y_f} \rho y \mu u \frac{u + u_e}{u_i + u_e} dy + (\rho \psi)_i \frac{dy}{dx} - (\rho \psi)_i + B = -2 \frac{(u_i - u_e)}{u_i + u_e} \int_{y_i}^{y_f} y(\mu + \mu_r) \left( \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial y} \right)^2 \]

(63)

where
\[ B = \frac{d}{dx} \ln(u_i^2 - u_e^2) \int_{y_i}^{y_e} \rho u y u_i^2 - u_e^2 dy + \frac{1}{u_i^2 - u_e^2} \left[ 2u_e \frac{du_e}{dx} \int_{y_i}^{y_e} \rho u y dy - 2 \rho u_e \frac{du_e}{dx} (1 + \tan^2 \theta) \int_{y_i}^{y_e} u y dy - \rho u_e^2 \frac{du_e}{dx} (y_w^2 - y_e^2) \tan^2 \theta \right] \]  

Subtracting Eq. (63) from Eq. (57)

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \int_{y_i}^{y_e} \rho u y dy = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \int_{y_i}^{y_e} \rho u y dy + (A - B) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \int_{y_i}^{y_e} \rho u y dy + (A - B) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \int_{y_i}^{y_e} \rho u y dy + (A - B) = \frac{2(u_i - u_e)}{u_i^2 + u_e^2} \left[ \int_{y_i}^{y_e} \rho u y dy \right] \]

Hereinafter we will only consider turbulent flows, i.e. \( v_t \gg v \). To describe turbulent flows, we use the second Prantl formula providing good result for mixing layers:

\[ \nu_t = \chi (u_i - u_e) \Lambda \]  

Here \( \chi \) is an empirical constant, \( \Lambda \) is a turbulence scale defined with the following formula:

\[ \Lambda = (u_i - u_e) / \left| \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} \right|_{\text{max}} = \left[ \text{Eq. (49)} \right] = 1 / \left| \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial y} \right|_{\text{max}}, \]  

where \( \left| \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial y} \right|_{\text{max}} \) denotes the maximum absolute value of the indicated derivative.

Eq. (65) describes a compressible mixing layer flow. In contrast to the case of incompressible mixing layer flows, there are not so many experimental data which can be used for determination of the constant \( \chi \) and function \( \Delta u \) form. In the case of incompressible flow, experimental data show that mixing layer velocity profiles are similar:

\[ \Delta u = f(\eta^*) \]  

where \( \eta^* = (y - y_i) / \delta_D \), \( \delta_D \) is the mixing layer thickness.

Let's transform the coordinates in accordance to Dorodnitsyn-Mangler’s transform which allow us to convert compressible and axisymmetrical flow boundary layer equations into equations that are similar to incompressible planar flow boundary layer equations:

---

41
\[ \rho_a^0 r_a^0 \delta_D d\eta = \rho y dy \] (68)

where \( \rho_a^0, r_a^0 \) are the density and radius of the ideal jet, \( \delta_D \) is the mixing layer thickness in the transformed coordinates. The relations for \( y \) and \( \eta \) are determined from the following relations:

\[ \eta = \frac{1}{\rho_a^0 r_a^0 \delta_D} \int_y y \rho dy \] (69)

\[ y^2 = y_i^2 + 2 r_a^0 \delta_D \int_0^\eta \frac{\rho_a^0}{\rho} d\eta \]

Assume that similarity of mixing layer velocity profiles is valid for compressible flows too. But this similarity is not valid in the physical coordinates \( y \), but in Dorodnitsyn-Mangler’s coordinates \( \eta \).

Therefore, we can write:

\[ \Delta u = f(\eta) \] (70)

If to assume that the Prantl number* \((\text{Pr}) \) and Schmitt number** \((\text{Sc}) \) are equal to 1, the following similarity equations across the mixing layer are valid:

\[ \Delta H = (H - H_e)/(H_i - H_e) = c = \Delta u = f(\eta) , \] (71)

where \( H \) is the total enthalpy of the flow and \( c \) is the concentration of the jet gas in the mixing layer.

Let’s introduce two relations that are used to simplify the following calculations:

\[ u_e^* = \frac{u_e}{u_i - u_e} \]

\[ u_e^{**} = \frac{u_e}{u_i} \] (72)

---

* Def. Prantl number \( \text{Pr} = \frac{c_P H}{k} \), where \( k \) is the thermal conductivity, \((\text{Pr}=0.72 \text{ for standard conditions}) [33] \)

** Def. Schmitt number; The ratio of the turbulent diffusivity for momentum to the turbulent diffusivity describing the mass transfer process, [33]
Substituting Eqs. (66), (67) and (68) into equation (65), start with the right side:

\[
B3 = \frac{2(u_i - u_e)}{u_i + u_e} \int_{\gamma_i} \rho_y (v + v_t) \left( \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial y} \right)^2 dy = \\
= \frac{2(u_i - u_e)}{u_i + u_e} \int_{\gamma_i} \rho_y \rho_y \delta_D \frac{\chi(u_i - u_e)}{\rho_y} \left( \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\rho_y \partial \eta} \right) \left( \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\rho_y \partial \eta} \right) \left( \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\rho_y \partial \eta} \right)^2 d\eta \\
= \frac{2\chi(u_i - u_e)^2}{u_i + u_e} \int_{\gamma_i} \frac{1}{\rho_y \partial \eta} \left( \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\rho_y \partial \eta} \right)^2 d\eta
\]  

(73a)

Now multiply both sides in Eq. (65) with \( \frac{u_i + u_e}{(u_i - u_e)^2} \), compute the left side (use the same technique as in Eq. (56)):

\[
C3 = \frac{u_i + u_e}{(u_i - u_e)^2} \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi} \int_{\gamma_i} \rho_y \Delta u \left( 1 - \frac{u + u_e}{u_i + u_e} \right) dy = \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi} \int_{\gamma_i} \frac{u_i + u_e}{(u_i - u_e)^2} \rho_y \Delta u \left( 1 - \frac{u + u_e}{u_i + u_e} \right) dy + \\
+ \frac{d}{dx} \ln \left( \frac{(u_i - u_e)^2}{u_i + u_e} \right) \int_{\gamma_i} \frac{u_i + u_e}{(u_i - u_e)^2} \rho_y \Delta u \left( 1 - \frac{u + u_e}{u_i + u_e} \right) dy = \\
= \left[ \frac{u_i + u_e}{(u_i - u_e)^2} u \left( 1 - \frac{u + u_e}{u_i + u_e} \right) \Delta u \right]_{u_i - u_e}^{u_i + u_e} = \frac{u}{u_i - u_e} \left( \frac{u_i + u_e}{u_i - u_e} - \frac{u + u_e}{u_i - u_e} \right) \Delta u = [\text{eg}(50)] \\
= \frac{u_e + (u_i - u_e) \Delta u}{u_i - u_e} \left( \frac{u_i - u_e}{u_i - u_e} - \frac{u - u_e}{u_i - u_e} \right) \Delta u = (u_e + \Delta u)(1 - \Delta u) \Delta u \\
= \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi} \int_{\gamma_i} \rho_y \Delta u (u_e + \Delta u)(1 - \Delta u) \Delta u + \frac{d}{dx} \ln \left( \frac{(u_i - u_e)^2}{u_i + u_e} \right) \int_{\gamma_i} \rho_y \Delta u (u_e + \Delta u)(1 - \Delta u) dy = \\
= \frac{d}{dx} \left[ \rho_y \delta_D \int_{\gamma_i} \Delta u (u_e + \Delta u)(1 - \Delta u) dy \right]_{u_i - u_e}^{u_i + u_e} + \frac{d}{dx} \ln \left( \frac{(u_i - u_e)^2}{u_i + u_e} \right) \rho_y \delta_D \int_{\gamma_i} \Delta u (u_e + \Delta u)(1 - \Delta u) dy \\
= 43
\]  

(73b)
Consider the integral:

\[
\int_0^1 \Delta u (u_e^* + \Delta u)(1 - \Delta u) \Delta u \eta d\eta = \int_0^1 (u_e^* \Delta u - u_e^* \Delta u^2 + \Delta u^2 - \Delta u^3) d\eta = u_e^* (A1 - A2) + A2 - A3,
\]

where,

\[
A1 = \int_0^1 \Delta u d\eta; \quad A2 = \int_0^1 \Delta u^2 d\eta; \quad A3 = \int_0^1 \Delta u^3 d\eta;
\]

After these transformations Equation (65) can be written as:

\[
\frac{d}{dx} \left[ \rho_a r_a^0 \partial_p \int_0^1 \Delta u (u_e^* + \Delta u)(1 - \Delta u) \Delta u \eta \right] + \frac{d}{dx} \ln \left( \frac{u_i - u_e}{u_i + u_e} \right) \rho_a r_a^0 \partial_p
\]

\[
\ast \int_0^1 \Delta u (u_e^* + \Delta u)(1 - \Delta u) d\eta + \frac{u_i + u_e}{(u_i - u_e)^2} (A + B) = 2 \int_0^1 \left[ \left( \rho \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial \eta} \right)^2 \right] d\eta
\]

The integral on the right side can be represented in the following form:

\[
\int_0^1 \left( \rho \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial \eta} \right)^2 d\eta \approx \overline{(\rho \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial \eta})}^2 \int_0^1 \left( \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial \eta} \right)^2 d\eta = \overline{(\rho \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial \eta})}^2 A4,
\]

where \( A4 = \int_0^1 \left( \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial \eta} \right)^2 d\eta \) and \( \overline{(\rho \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial \eta})}^2 \) is an average value of \( (\rho \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial \eta})^2 \) across the mixing layer. The denominator \( \left| \rho \frac{\partial u}{\partial \eta} \right|_{\text{max}} \) can also be rewritten to simplify the calculations:

\[
\left| \rho \frac{\partial u}{\partial \eta} \right|_{\text{max}} \approx \overline{\rho \frac{\partial u}{\partial \eta}} \left| \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial \eta} \right|_{\text{max}}
\]
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where $\eta_{\text{max}}$ is the value on $\eta$ where $\frac{\partial u}{\partial \eta}$ has maximum.

Before continuing, we introduce two relations that are frequently used in the following equations:

\[
\frac{du_e^*}{dx} = \frac{d}{dx}\left(\frac{u_e}{u_i} - \frac{u_i}{u_e}\right) = \frac{d}{dx}\left(\frac{u_i - u_e}{u_i + u_e}\right) - \frac{u_i}{u_i + u_e}\left(\frac{du_i}{dx} + \frac{du_e}{dx}\right) \quad (77a)
\]

\[
\frac{du_e}{dx} = \frac{(u_i - u_e)^2}{u_i} \frac{du_e}{dx} + \frac{u_i du_i}{dx} = \frac{(u_i - u_e)^2}{u_i} \frac{du_e^*}{dx} + u_e^* \frac{du_i}{dx}
\]

\[
\frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} = \frac{d}{dx}\left(\frac{u_e}{u_i}\right) = \frac{u_i du_i}{dx} + \frac{u_e^* du_i}{dx} \quad (77b)
\]

The first term in Eq. (74) can be written as:

\[
B4 = \frac{d}{dx}\left[\rho^0_q r^0_q \delta_D (u_e^*(A1 - A2) + A2 - A3)\right] = \frac{d}{dx}\left[\rho^0_q r^0_q \delta_D \left(u_e^*(A1 - A2) + A2 - A3\right) + \rho^0_q r^0_q \delta_D \frac{du_e^*}{dx} (A1 - A2)\right] \quad (78a)
\]

Rewrite the second term on the left side in Eq. (74)

\[
C4 = \frac{d}{dx} \ln\left(\frac{(u_i - u_e)^2}{u_i + u_e}\right) \rho^0_q r^0_q \delta_D * \int_0^1 \Delta u(u_e^* + \Delta u)(1 - \Delta u) d\eta =
\]

\[
= \left[\frac{1}{u_i - u_e}\left(\frac{du_i}{dx} - \frac{du_e}{dx}\right)\right] - \frac{1}{u_i + u_e}\left[\frac{du_i}{dx} + \frac{du_e}{dx}\right] = \rho^0_q r^0_q \delta_D \left(u_e^*(A1 - A2) + A2 - A3\right) =
\]

\[
= 2\left[\frac{1}{u_i - u_e}\left(\frac{du_i}{dx} - \left(u_i \frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} + u_e \frac{du_i}{dx}\right)\right)\right] - \frac{1}{u_i + u_e}\left[\frac{du_i}{dx} + \left(u_i \frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} + u_e \frac{du_i}{dx}\right)\right] * I =
\]

\[
= \frac{u_i}{u_i}\left[2\frac{1}{u_i - u_e}\left(\frac{du_i}{dx} - \left(u_i \frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} + u_e \frac{du_i}{dx}\right)\right)\right] - \frac{1}{u_i + u_e}\left[\frac{du_i}{dx} + \left(u_i \frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} + u_e \frac{du_i}{dx}\right)\right] * I =
\]

\[
= \frac{2}{1-u_e^*}\left(\frac{1}{u_i dx} - \left(\frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} + \frac{du_i}{dx}\right)\right) - \frac{1}{u_i + u_e}\left[\frac{1}{u_i dx} + \left(\frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} + \frac{du_i}{dx}\right)\right] * I =
\]

\[
= \frac{2}{1-u_e^*}\left(\frac{1}{u_i dx} - \left(\frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} + u_e^{**} \frac{du_i}{dx}\right)\right) - \frac{1}{1+u_e^*}\left[\frac{1}{u_i dx} + \left(\frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} + u_e^{**} \frac{du_i}{dx}\right)\right] * I =
\]
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\[
\begin{align*}
&= \left\{ \frac{d}{dx} \ln u_i \left[ 2(1-u_e^{**}) - \frac{1}{1-u_e^{**}} + u_e^{**} \right] + \frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} \left[ -2 - \frac{1}{1-u_e^{**}} \right] \right\} * I = \\
&= \left\{ \frac{d}{dx} \ln u_i - \frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} \left[ \frac{3 + u_e^{**}}{(1-u_e^{**})^2} \right] \right\} * \rho u^0_r \delta_D (u_e^*(A1 - A2) + A2 - A3)
\end{align*}
\]

Continuing with terms from A and B, start with the terms without integrals:

\[
\begin{align*}
D4 &= \frac{u_i + u_e}{(u_i - u_e)^2} \left\{ \frac{1}{u_i - u_e} \left[ \frac{1}{2} (y_w^2 - y_e^2) u_e \rho \frac{du_e}{dx} + \frac{1}{2} (y_w^2 - y_e^2) \rho u_e \frac{du_e}{dx} (1 + \tan^2 \theta) \right] - \\
&- \frac{1}{u_i^2 - u_e^2} \left[ \rho u_e^2 \frac{du_e}{dx} (y_w^2 - y_e^2) \tan^2 \theta \right] \right\} = \\
&= \left( \frac{u_i}{u_i - u_e} \right)^2 \frac{u_i + u_e}{u_i - u_e} \frac{u_e}{u_i - u_e} \rho \frac{du_e}{dx} \left[ \frac{1}{2} (y_w^2 - y_e^2) + \frac{1}{2} (y_w^2 - y_e^2)(1 + \tan^2 \theta) \right] - \\
&- \frac{1}{u_i + u_e} \left[ u_e(y_w^2 - y_e^2) \tan^2 \theta \right] = \left[ \frac{u_e}{u_i + u_e} - \frac{u_e}{u_i - u_e} \right] = \\
&= \frac{1 + u_e^{**}}{(1 - u_e^{**})^2} \frac{u_e}{u_i - u_e} \rho \left( \frac{du_e}{dx} + u_e \frac{d}{dx} \ln u_i \right) * \\
&* \left\{ \frac{1}{2} (y_w^2 - y_e^2) + \frac{1}{2} (y_w^2 - y_e^2)(1 + \tan^2 \theta) - \frac{1-u_e^{**}}{1+u_e^{**}} u_e(y_w^2 - y_e^2) \tan^2 \theta \right\}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
E4 &= \frac{u_i + u_e}{(u_i - u_e)^2} \frac{d}{dx} \ln (u_i^2 - u_e^2) \left[ \rho u_e \frac{u_e - u_e}{u_i^2 - u_e^2} dy = \\
&= \frac{u_i + u_e}{(u_i - u_e)^2} \left[ \frac{2}{u_i^2 - u_e^2} \left( u_i \frac{du_i}{dx} - u_e \frac{du_e}{dx} \right) \rho \delta_D \left[ \frac{u_e - u_e}{u_i^2 - u_e^2} \right] \right] = [eq(77b)] = \\
&= \rho \delta_D \left[ \frac{u_i + u_e}{(u_i - u_e)^2} \left[ \frac{2}{u_i^2 - u_e^2} \left( u_i \frac{du_i}{dx} - u_e \frac{du_e}{dx} \right) \right] \right] * \\
&* \left\{ \frac{1}{u_i + (u_i - u_e) \Delta u} \left( u_e + (u_i - u_e) \Delta u \right) \frac{u_e - u_e}{u_i^2 - u_e^2} d\eta \right\}
\end{align*}
\]
\[ F4 = \frac{u_e + u_i}{(u_i - u_e)^2} \left[ \frac{1}{u_i^2 - u_e^2} 2u_e \left( \frac{d}{dy} \int \rho u dy \right) \right] \]

\[ = \rho_{e} \rho_{0} \delta_{D} \frac{1 + u_e^{**}}{1 - u_e^{*}} \left[ \frac{2u_e}{(u_i - u_e)(u_i - u_e)} \frac{d}{dy} \int (u_e + (u_i - u_e) \Delta u) d\eta \right] \]

\[ = I_{\gamma} \left[ \frac{2}{(u_i + u_e)(u_i - u_e)} \left[ u_i \frac{d}{dy} u_e^{**} + u_e d \ln u_i \right] \int (u_e + (u_i - u_e) \Delta u) d\eta \right] \]

\[ = \rho_{e} \rho_{0} \delta_{D} \frac{1 + u_e^{**}}{1 - u_e^{*}} \left[ u_i \left( \frac{d}{d\eta} u_e^{**} + u_e d \ln u_i \right) \left( u_e^{*} + A1 \right) \right] \]

\[ G4 = \frac{u_i + u_e}{(u_i - u_e)^2} \left[ \frac{1}{u_i - u_e^2} - 2 \rho u_e \left( \frac{d}{dy} \int \rho u dy \right) \right] \]

\[ = \frac{u_i + u_e}{(u_i - u_e)^2} \left[ \frac{1}{u_i - u_e} \left( \frac{2 \rho u_e}{\rho (u_i - u_e)^2} \right) \right] \]

\[ = \frac{1 + u_e^{**}}{1 - u_e^{*}} \left[ \frac{2u_e}{(u_i - u_e)(u_i - u_e)} \frac{d}{dy} \int (u_e + (u_i - u_e) \Delta u) d\eta \right] \]

\[ = \rho_{e} \rho_{0} \delta_{D} \frac{1 + u_e^{**}}{1 - u_e^{*}} \left[ u_i \left( \frac{d}{d\eta} u_e^{**} + u_e d \ln u_i \right) \left( u_e^{*} + A1 \right) \right] \]
Finally, by combining equations (78a)-(78h) we will come up with a differential equation which describes the mixing layer growth:

\[
\frac{d}{dx} \left( \rho_a r_a^0 \delta_D \right) + \left( \frac{\rho_a r_a^0 \delta_D E}{u_e (A1 - A2) + A2 - A3} \right) = \frac{D + C}{u_e (A1 - A2) + A2 - A3}
\]  

(79)

Where:

\[
D = \frac{2 \chi (\rho y)^2 A4}{(\rho y)_{\eta_{\max}}} \left| \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial \eta} \right|_{\eta_{\max}}
\]
\[ C = \frac{1 + u_e^{**}}{1 - u_e^{**}} u^*_e \rho_e \left( \frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} + u_e^{**} \frac{du}{dx} \right) \]
\[ \times \left( \frac{y_w^2 - y_i^2}{2} + \frac{y_w^2 - y_i^2}{2} (1 + \tan^2 \theta) - \frac{1 - u_e^{**}}{1 + u_e^{**}} u^*_e \left( y_w^2 - y_i^2 \right) \tan^2 \theta \right) \]
\[ E = \frac{du_e^*}{dx} (A1 - A2) + (u_e^* + A1 - A2 + A2 - A3) \left\{ \frac{d}{dx} \ln u_i - \frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} \left( \frac{3 + u_e^{**}}{(1 - u_e^{**})^2} \right) \right\} + \]
\[ + \frac{1 + u_e^{**}}{1 - u_e^{**}} \left\{ u_e^* A1 + A2 \right\} \left\{ \frac{1}{u_i - u_e} \left( \frac{du}{dx} \left( 1 - \frac{u_e}{u_i} \right) - \frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} \right) \right\} + \left\{ u_e + Al \left( \frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} + u_e^{**} \frac{du}{dx} \right) \right\} - \]
\[ - 2 \frac{1 - u_e^{**}}{1 + u_e^{**}} \left\{ \frac{du}{dx} - \frac{u_e^{**} du}{1 - u_e^{**}} \right\} \left( 2u_e^{**} A1 + 3u_e^{**} A2 + A3 \right) \left\{ \frac{2u_e^{**}}{(1 + u_e^{**})^2} \right\} \left( u_e + Al \right) \]
\[ \times \left\{ u_e \frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} + u_e^{**} d \ln u_i \right\} + \left\{ \frac{2u_e^{**}}{1 + u_e^{**}} \left( \frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} + u_e^{**} \frac{du}{dx} \right) \right\} \left( 1 + \tan^2 \theta \right) \rho_e \left\{ \int \frac{u_e^*}{\rho} d \eta + \frac{1}{\rho} \int d \eta \right\} \]

\[ A1 = \int_0^1 \Delta u \eta; \quad A2 = \int_0^1 \Delta u^2 d \eta; \quad A3 = \int_0^1 \Delta u^3 d \eta; \quad A4 = \int_0^1 \left( \frac{\partial \Delta u}{\partial \eta} \right)^2 d \eta \]

Since the mixing layer thickness \( \delta_0 \) is defined in the transformed coordinates, we need a relation that can be used to describe the inner and outer boundary of the mixing layer in the physical coordinates.

The jet gas continuity equation can be written in the following form:

\[ \int_0^y \rho y \, dy = \frac{1}{2} \rho_a u_a r_a^2 = \text{const.} \quad (80) \]

Here \( \rho_a \), \( u_a \) and \( r_a \) are density, velocity and radius of the jet at the initial section. Rewrite the integral to the following form:

\[ \int_0^y \rho y \, dy = \int_0^y \rho \, dy + \int_0^y \rho \, dy = \frac{1}{2} \rho_a u_a \eta + \rho_a r_a^2 \delta_0 \int_0^1 u \, d \eta = \frac{1}{2} \rho_a u_a r_a^2 \]

From this equation can we determine the location of the lower mixing layer boundary:

\[ y_i^2 = \frac{\rho_a u_a^2 r_a^2}{\rho_a u_a^2} - 2 \frac{r_a^2 \delta_0}{u_a} \int_0^1 u \, d \eta . \quad (82a) \]

Using Eq. (50) to calculate the integral on the right side:
\[
\int_0^1 ucd\eta = \int_0^1 (u_e + (u_i - u_e)\Delta u)d\eta = \int_0^1 (u_i - u_e) \left( \frac{u_c}{u_i - u_e} + \Delta u_c \right) d\eta = \\
= (u_i - u_e) \int_0^1 (u_e^* + \Delta u_e) d\eta = [Eq. (71)] = (u_i - u_e)(u_e^* A_1 + A_2)
\]

(82b)

Therefore, the inner mixing layer boundary is determined by:

\[
y_i^2 = \frac{\rho_a u_a}{\rho_0 u_0} r_a^2 - 2r_a^2 \delta_D \frac{u_i - u_e}{u_i} (u_e^* A_1 + A_2) = \\
= \frac{\rho_a u_a}{\rho_0 u_0} r_a^2 - 2r_a^2 \delta_D \frac{u_i}{u_i}(1 - u_e^*) (u_e^* A_1 + A_2)
\]

(82c)

The outer mixing layer boundary is determined from relation (69) (for \(y = y_e; n = 1\)):

\[
y_e^2 = y_i^2 + 2r_a^0 \delta_D \int_0^1 \frac{\rho_a}{\rho} d\eta = \left[ \text{extend} \frac{\rho_D}{\rho_i} \right] = y_i^2 + 2r_a^0 \delta_D \int_0^1 \frac{\rho_a}{\rho} d\eta
\]

(83)

It is also necessary to determine the \(y\) position \(y_{\text{mean}}^2\) and \(y_{\text{max}}^2\) (Eq. (79)). They are determined from relation (69)

\[
y_{\text{max}}^2 = y_i^2 + 2r_a^0 \delta_D \int_0^{\rho_0 \eta_{\text{max}}^{\text{max}}} \frac{\rho_i}{\rho} d\eta
\]

(84)

\[
y_{\text{mean}}^2 \approx y_{0.5}^2 = y_i^2 + 2r_a^0 \delta_D \int_0^{\rho_0 \eta_{0.5}} \frac{\rho_i}{\rho} d\eta
\]

(85)

To solve these equations it is necessary to determine the dependence of \(\rho_i/\rho\) on \(\eta\). Assume that the jet and ambient gases are ideal and don’t react chemically with one another. As pressure across the mixing layer is constant, we can write:

\[
\frac{\rho_i}{\rho} = \frac{RT}{R_i T_i} = [h = c_p T] = \frac{R}{c_p} \frac{h}{c_p R_i T_i},
\]

(86)

where \(T, h, R\) and \(c_p\) are temperature, enthalpy, individual gas constant and specific heat at constant pressure for the mixing gases (the jet gas and the ambient gas in the mixing layer). The same parameters marked with a subscript \(i\) are the jet gas parameters.
Enthalpy and internal energy are additive parameters, therefore:

\[
\frac{c_p}{c_{pi}} = c + (1 - c) \frac{c_{pe}}{c_{pi}},
\]

\[
\frac{R}{R_i} = c + (1 - c) \frac{\mu_i}{\mu_e},
\]

(87a)

where \(\mu_i, \mu_e\) are molecular weights of the jet and ambient gases, respectively, \(c_{pe}\) is ambient gas specific heat at constant pressure. Using the ideal gas \(R\)-\(c_p\) relation \(\left( c_p = \frac{\gamma R}{\gamma - 1} \right)\), we can determine \(c_{pe}/c_{pi}\):

\[
\frac{c_{pe}}{c_{pi}} = \frac{\gamma_i (\gamma_i - 1) R_e}{\gamma_i (\gamma_e - 1) R_i} = \frac{\gamma_e (\gamma_i - 1) \mu_i}{\gamma_i (\gamma_e - 1) \mu_e},
\]

(87b)

Therefore, we can write the required \(\rho_i/\rho\) relation in the following form:

\[
\frac{\rho_i}{\rho} = h \frac{c + (1 - c) \frac{\mu_i}{\mu_e}}{h_i c + (1 - c) \frac{\gamma_i (\gamma_i - 1) \mu_i}{\gamma_i (\gamma_e - 1) \mu_e}}.
\]

(88)

Value of \(h/h_i\) is determined from the total enthalpy relation:

\[
H = c_p T_0 = \frac{\gamma T_0}{(\gamma - 1) \mu} h + u^2 \frac{T_0}{2},
\]

(89a)

This equation can be rewritten to the following form:

\[
h = H_i \left[ i_0 + (1 - i_0) \Delta H \right] - 0.5 u^2
\]

(89b)

where, \(i_0 = \frac{H_e}{H_i} = \frac{\mu_e (\gamma_e - 1)}{\gamma_i T_{0i} \mu_i (\gamma_i - 1)} = \frac{\gamma_e T_{0e} \mu_i (\gamma_i - 1)}{\gamma_i T_{0i} \mu_e (\gamma_e - 1)}\).

(89c)

Substituting \(u\) from Eq. (50) and taking account of \(\frac{u^2}{h_i} = (\gamma_i - 1) M_j^2\), we obtain:
To determine a relation for the velocity at the outer boundary \( u_e \), we use the condition of zero mass flow rate of the ambient gas incoming from the atmosphere and ejected by the jet:

\[
G_e = \int_{y_e}^{y_w} \rho u(1-c) y dy = \int_{y_e}^{y_w} \rho u(1-c) y dy + \int \rho_c u_c y dy = \\
= \rho_a r_a^0 \delta_D \left[ (u_e + (u_i - u_e) \Delta u)(1-c) d\eta + \frac{1}{2} \rho_c u_e \left( y_w^2 - y_e^2 \right) \right] = \\
= \rho_a r_a^0 \delta_D (u_i - u_e) \left[ (u_e^* + \Delta u)(1-c) d\eta + \frac{1}{2} \rho_c u_e \left( y_w^2 - y_e^2 \right) \right] = \\
= \rho_a r_a^0 \delta_D (u_i - u_e) \left[ \left. u_e^* (1 - A1) + A1 - A2 \right] + \frac{1}{2} \rho_c u_e \left( y_w^2 - y_e^2 \right) \right] = 0 \Rightarrow \\
\Rightarrow u_e^* = -\frac{A1 - A2}{1 - A1 + \frac{\rho_c \left( y_w^2 - y_e^2 \right)}{2 \rho_a r_a^0 \delta_D}} \\
(90)
\]

Note that this relation is valid at \( y_w > y_e \). At \( y_w = y_e \) Eq. (90) have a more simple form:

\[
u_e^* = -\frac{A1 - A2}{1 - A1} \\
(91)
\]

i.e. \( u_e^* = \text{const} \). It is necessary to note that this occurs even when \( \delta_D \neq 0 \).

When \( u_e^* \) is determined it is easy to find a relation for \( u_e^{**} \):

\[
u_e^* = \frac{u_e}{u_i - u_e} = \frac{u_e^{**}}{1 - u_e^{**}} \Leftrightarrow u_e^{**} = \frac{u_e^*}{1 + u_e} \\
(92)
\]

Remains to determine the pressure distribution along the separated zone. In a first approximation, flow near the nozzle wall can be considered as low-velocity one, therefore, we can use Bernoulli’s equation for determination of the pressure distribution:
Another method to determine the pressure distribution along the nozzle wall is to assume isentropic flow along the nozzle wall:

\[
\frac{P_w}{P_a} = \left(1 + \frac{\gamma_i - 1}{2} M_e^2 \right)^{-\frac{\gamma_i}{\gamma_i - 1}}, \tag{94}
\]

where \( M_e^2 \) is calculated with the following formula

\[
M_e^2 = \frac{u_e^2}{a_e^2} \left(1 + \tan^2 \theta_w \right) = \frac{u_e^2}{u_i^2} M_i^2 \frac{a_i^2}{a_e^2} \left(1 + \tan^2 \theta_w \right) = \left( \frac{\gamma_i P_i}{\gamma_e P_e} \right) \frac{\gamma_i P_i}{\gamma_e P_e} \left(1 + \tan^2 \theta_w \right) = \frac{\gamma_i P_i}{\gamma_e P_e} \left(1 + \tan^2 \theta_w \right)
\]

Therefore,

\[
\frac{P_w}{P_a} = \left(1 + \frac{\gamma_i - 1}{2} \frac{\gamma_i P_i}{\gamma_e P_e} \left(1 + \tan^2 \theta_w \right) \right)^{-\frac{\gamma_i}{\gamma_i - 1}} \tag{95}
\]

As we have found the distribution \( P_w/P_a \), we can determine \( P_s/P_e \) \( (P_2/P_3) \).
Summary of equation to be solved;

\[
\frac{d}{dx}\left(\rho_a^0 r_a^0 \delta_D\right) + \frac{\rho_a^0 r_a^0 \delta_D E}{u_e^* (A1 - A2) + A2 - A3} = \frac{D + C}{u_e^* (A1 - A2) + A2 - A3} \tag{79}
\]

\[
y_i^2 = \frac{P_a}{\rho_a} u_u u_r^2 - 2 r_a^0 \delta_D \frac{u_i}{u_a} (1 - u_e^*)(u_e^* A1 + A2) \tag{82c}
\]

\[
y_e^2 = y_i^2 + 2 r_a^0 \delta_D \frac{\rho_a}{\rho_i} \int_0^1 \frac{\rho_i}{\rho} d\eta \tag{83}
\]

\[
y_{\text{max}}^2 = y_i^2 + 2 r_a^0 \delta_D \frac{\rho_a}{\rho_i} \int_0^1 \frac{\rho_i}{\rho} d\eta \tag{84}
\]

\[
y_{\text{mean}}^2 \approx y_{0.5}^2 = y_i^2 + 2 r_a^0 \delta_D \frac{\rho_a}{\rho_i} \int_0^{0.5} \frac{\rho_i}{\rho} d\eta \tag{85}
\]

\[
u_e^* = -\frac{A1 - A2}{1 - A1 + \frac{\rho_e (y_w - y_e)^2}{2 \rho_a r_a^0 \delta_D}} \tag{90}
\]

\[
\frac{P_w}{P_a} = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{\gamma_e - 1}{2} \frac{u_w^2}{\gamma_e} \left(1 + \tan^2 \theta_w\right)} \tag{93}
\]

or

\[
\frac{P_w}{P_a} = \left(1 + \frac{\gamma_e - 1}{2} \frac{u_w^2}{\gamma_e} M_i^2 \frac{\rho_e}{\rho_i} \left(1 + \tan^2 \theta_w\right)\right)^{-\frac{\gamma_e}{\gamma_e - 1}} \tag{95}
\]

### 7.3.2 Continuation Isobaric jet

For an isobaric jet in the initial section \(u_i\) and \(u_e\) are constants and \(\nabla P = 0\), which result in a more simple form of mixing layer growth equation (79):

\[
\frac{d}{dx}\left(\rho_a^0 r_a^0 \delta_D\right) = \frac{D}{u_e^* (A1 - A2) + A2 - A3}. \tag{96}
\]
To determine the mixing layer growth in an isobaric flow, Equation (96) and Equations (82b) and (83) are used. It should be noted that the mixing layer growth appears behind the nozzle since the nozzle is adapted.

### 7.3.3. Model for “gradientless” flow in the separated zone

The model for an isobaric jet can be used as a first approximation to calculate the mixing layer and the pressure distribution inside an overexpanded nozzle. Assume at first
\[
\frac{dP}{dx} \approx u_e \rho_e \frac{du_e}{dx} \approx u_i \rho_i \frac{du_i}{dx} \approx 0.
\]
At that, we can use the equations for an isobaric jet (section 7.3.2). There is although one exception compared to the isobaric jet model; the velocity component at the outer boundary of the mixing layer is not set to be constant and thus is the wall pressure distribution not constant. The velocity component and wall pressure are determined through Eq. (90) and Eq. (93) or Eq. (95) respectively. This approach is slightly contradictory, since, at first is the pressure gradient set to be zero and then it is calculated to differ from zero. The “gradientless” model is developed to be used as a comparison to the “real” model described in section 7.3.1.

### 8 Calculations

Before we can perform any calculations, we need to specify the velocity profile \( \Delta u = f(\eta) \). There are three shapes that are mentioned in the literature [34].

- **profile N1:** \( f(\eta) = 1-6\eta^2+8\eta^3-3\eta^4 \). This profile is well suitable for description of flows of various types in mixing layers of axisymmetric, plane and co-flowing jets and wakes.
- **profile N2:** \( f(\eta) = 1-3\eta^2+2\eta^3 \). This profile is well suitable for approximation of mixing layer profile at the initial section of co-flowing jets.
- **profile N3:** \( f(\eta) = (1-\eta^{3/2})^2 \) is well known Schlichting’s profile for velocity in plane turbulent wake far from the body.

The empirical constant \( \chi \) in Eq. (66) is determined for each of the profiles by fitting it to experimental data [34].

Calculation of separation zone flows consist of two parts; a calculation of ideal gas jet shape and a calculation of mixing layer and separation zone flow parameters.

Determination of the geometric characteristics of the overexpanded ideal jet can be obtained with numerical methods allowing us to solve Euler’s equations. An addendum was included in the space marching Euler solver n2dsm (FORTRAN code developed at Volvo Aero). In ordinary cases is the nozzle wall radius \( r_w(x) \) (\( y_w(x) \)) predefined, and the pressure distribution is computed. In the calculation of the ideal jet shape is the pressure distribution predefined and the ideal jet shape (\( y_w \)) is wanted. From the separation point...
downstream the nozzle is the pressure prescribed by a stated pressure distribution \( P_{w,\text{Goal}} \). The target is to find an \( y_w \) which gives a pressure \( P_w \) equal to \( P_{w,\text{Goal}} \). A solver for the stated problem is the Newton-Raphson method (97) [40]:

\[
y_{w,i+1} = y_{w,i} - \frac{f(y_{w,i})}{f'(y_{w,i})}
\]  

(97)

where

\[
f(y_w) = P_w(y_w) - P_{w,\text{Goal}}
\]  

(98)

and

\[
f'(y_w) = \frac{P_w(y_w + \Delta y) - P_w(y_w - \Delta y)}{2\Delta y}
\]  

(99)

with interruption criterion

\[
\frac{|f|}{P_{w,\text{Goal}}} < 5 \cdot 10^{-4}.
\]  

(100)

At first is \( y_{w,i}(x_n) \) approximated with \( y_{w,i}(x_n) + \frac{dy_{w,i}(x_n)}{dx} \Delta x \). At that point, are the pressures \( P_w(y_{w,i}) \), \( P_w(y_{w,i+\Delta y}) \), and \( P_w(y_{w,i+\Delta y}) \) calculated and \( y_{w,i+1} \) is determined. The iteration continues until the interruption criterion is satisfied. The same procedure is repeated for every \( x \) downstream the nozzle \( (x_n+\Delta x) \).

The ideal jet characteristics \( \rho_a^0 \) and \( u_a^0 \) is determined through a flux averaging method [39]. The method is based on averaging the mass flux, momentum flux and energy flux through the surface \((0-y_w)\) and finding the corresponding average flow states. The flow states are found from the Equations (101)

\[
\begin{align*}
F_1 &= \rho_F u_F \\
F_2 &= \rho_F u_F^2 + p_F \\
F_3 &= \rho_F u_F v_F \\
F_4 &= \rho_F u_F H_F = \rho_F u_F \left( \frac{\gamma}{\gamma - 1} \frac{p_F}{\rho_F} + \frac{1}{2} (u_F^2 + v_F^2) \right)
\end{align*}
\]  

(101)

Solving these equations gives
\[ p_F = \frac{1}{\gamma-1} \left( F_2 \pm \sqrt{F_2^2 + (\gamma^2 - 1)(F_2^2 + F_3^2 - 2F_1F_4)} \right) \]

\[ u_F = \frac{F_2 - p_F}{F_1} \]

\[ v_F = \frac{F_3}{F_1} \]

\[ \rho_F = \frac{F_1}{u_F} \]

where \( u_F = u_a^0 \) and \( \rho_F = \rho_a^0 \). The \( \pm \) sign in \( p_F \) depends on the flow velocity, (+) subsonic- and (-) supersonic flow.

As an input to this program it is necessary to specify the following parameters:
\( \gamma_i \) – jet gas adiabatic exponent;
\( \mu_i \) - molecular weight of the jet gas;
\( P_0 \) - total pressure (combustion pressure);
\( T_{0i} \) - total temperature of the jet gas;
\( M_i \) – Mach number at the nozzle just before the separation;
\( n = p_i/p_a \) – jet off design pressure ratio (ratio of nozzle wall pressure to the ambient pressure) or ambient pressure;

In order to calculate the mixing layer and the separation zone flow, it is necessary to additionally specify the following parameters:
\( \gamma_e \) – ambient medium adiabatic exponent;
\( \mu_e \) – molecular weight of the ambient medium gas;
\( T_{0e} \) - total temperature of the ambient medium gas;
\( r_w(x) \) – nozzle wall contour in the separation zone.

The differential equation (Eq. (79) or (96)) is solved by Euler’s method:

\[ y_{a+1} = y_a + hf(x_a, y_a) \]

The integrals in Eq. (73c) are constants and differ depending on velocity profile \( \Delta u = f(\eta) \).

### 8.1 Calculation methods

#### 8.1.1 Calculation method 1

The derivatives \( \frac{du^{**}}{dx} \) and \( \frac{du^*}{dx} \) in Equation (79) (C and E) are unknowns. First are the
derivatives \( \left( \frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} \right)_n \) and \( \left( \frac{du_e^*}{dx} \right)_n \) estimated to be equal to the derivatives \( \left( \frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} \right)_{n-1} \) and \( \left( \frac{du_e^*}{dx} \right)_{n-1} \) respectively. Eq. (79), (82c), (83), (91) and (92) are then solved and the derivatives \( \left( \frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} \right)_n \) and \( \left( \frac{du_e^*}{dx} \right)_n \) are calculated. If the new derivatives differ from the old derivatives Eq. (79) is solved again (with the new ones). The iteration proceeds until the derivatives converge. The procedure is repeated for \( x + \Delta x \) downstream the nozzle.

### 8.1.2 Calculation method 2

Another method was also tested to calculate the derivatives. Since the pressure is assumed to be equal on the inner and outer boundary of the mixing layer, the pressure gradient is equal. We can write the pressure gradient on the inner boundary:

\[
\frac{dP}{dx} = -\rho_i u_i \frac{du_i}{dx} (1 + \tan^2 \theta_i)
\]  

Set Eq. (52) equal Eq. (104):

\[
\rho_i u_i \frac{du_i}{dx} (1 + \tan^2 \theta_i) = \rho_e u_e \frac{du_e}{dx} (1 + \tan^2 \theta) \iff
\]

\[
\iff \frac{du_i}{dx} (1 + \tan^2 \theta_i) = \frac{\rho_e}{\rho_i} u_e \frac{du_e}{dx} (1 + \tan^2 \theta) \iff \left[ \text{Eq.(64b), } \frac{\rho_e}{\rho_i} = \overline{\rho_e} \right]
\]

\[
\iff \frac{du_i}{dx} (1 + \tan^2 \theta_i) = \overline{\rho_e} u_e \left( u_i \frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} + u_e^{**} \frac{du_i}{dx} \right) (1 + \tan^2 \theta) \iff
\]

\[
\iff \frac{1}{u_i} \frac{du_i}{dx} \left( (1 + \tan^2 \theta_i) - \rho_e u_e^{**2} (1 + \tan^2 \theta) \right) = \overline{\rho_e} u_e^{**} \frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} (1 + \tan^2 \theta) \iff
\]

\[
\iff \frac{du_e^{**}}{dx} = \frac{1}{u_i} \frac{du_i}{dx} \left( 1 - \frac{\rho_e u_e^{**2}}{(1 + \tan^2 \theta_i)} \right)
\]

\[
\frac{\rho_e u_e^{**}}{(1 + \tan^2 \theta_i)}
\]

Same technique is used to calculate \( \frac{du_e^*}{dx} \),
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This method has the advantage that the iteration is only over Eq. (82c) and (83), which results in fewer calculations.

### 8.2 Validation

The validation of the model was subdivided into two parts; first was the isobaric jet model validated and then the calculation of the ideal jet shape.

#### 8.2.1 Validation of the Isobaric jet model

The isobaric jet model was validated by examine the influence of the different parameters $M_i$, $u_e^{**}$, and $i_0$ on the initial length $L_c$. First was the influence of Mach number ($M_i$) examined. Reference [34] presents experimental data of various authors on the influence of Mach number $M_i$ on the initial section length for isobaric jets. For the Mach range 0.3-2.5 the initial length can be approximated by the formula

$$L_c = 8.4 + 2.2M_i^2. \tag{107}$$

Calculation based on Eq. (96) and the experimental data (107) are presented in Figure 31. The calculations were performed with $\gamma_i = \gamma_e = 1.4$, $\mu_i = \mu_e = 29$, $i_0 = 1$ and $u_e^{**} = 0$. The constant $\chi$ in the turbulence viscosity formula (67) was determined to give a best fit for low velocities. It was determined to 0.00545, 0.0058, and 0.0062 for the velocity profiles N1, N2, and N3 respectively. One can see, as Mach number rises, the initial length rises too. The calculations qualitatively agree with the experimental curve showing the influence of compressibility, which validates the assumptions made in obtaining Equation (96). The comparison of the calculations with experimental data shows that the best agreement is attained when profile N1 is used. The N1 profile is therefore chosen to be used in all further calculations.

The next step was to validate the influence of $u_e^{**}$. If the ambient medium flows with velocity $u_e^{**}$ in the same direction as the jet, the velocity difference $u_i - u_e$ decreases. That causes weakening of the mixing process and increases the initial section length. If the velocities of the ambient medium and the jet have the opposite directions, the difference $u_i - u_e$ increases, which intensifies the mixing process and decreases the initial length. Calculations performed at $u_e^{**} = 0.1$ and $u_e^{**} = -0.1$ together with experimental data [35] for
$u_c^{**}=0.1$ are presented in Figure 32. These calculations were performed with $\gamma_i=\gamma_e=1.4$, $\mu_i=\mu_e=29$, $i_0=1$. One can see that the calculation agrees well with the experimental data.

**Figure 31**: Initial length versus Mach number, for different velocity profiles

**Figure 32**: Initial length versus Mach number, for different velocity ratios
As the jet total temperature increases ($i_0<1$), the jet density becomes lower than the ambient medium density. That causes the jet to decay more rapidly and the initial length decreases. Vice versa happens as the total temperature decreases ($i_0>1$). Unfortunately no experimental data for various $i_0$ are available, but the calculations for $i_0=0.5$ and $i_0=2$, which are presented in Figure 33 shows the same trend as mentioned. These calculations were performed with $\gamma = \gamma_e = 1.4$, $\mu = \mu_e = 29$, $u_e^{**} = 0$.

The case with an ambient counter-flow is of most interest and is therefore examined further. A comparison of experimental data [36] with calculations is presented in Figure 34. One can see a good agreement of the calculation and the experimental data within the $u_e^{**}$ range -0.4-0.

Performed calculations have shown qualitative and quantitatively agreement of the obtained results with both the physical discourses and experimental data. Therefore, the obtained equations can be used for determination of the mixing layer characteristics for jets whose parameters differs from parameters of the ambient medium. At that, the jet gas flow compressibility governed by the Mach number $M_i$ is taken into account properly.

![Figure 33: Influence of the total enthalpy on the initial length](image)
8.2.2 Validation of the geometric characteristics of an overexpanded ideal gas jet

Performed calculations with the program n2ds were validated through data (tables) for conical flows [37]. Calculations were performed for various values on adiabatic exponent $\gamma$, Mach number $M$, conical nozzle wall angle $\theta$, and off-design pressure ratio $n=P_w/P_a$. A comparison of the calculated ideal gas jet shapes with the tabled shapes for $\gamma=1.4$, $M=3$, $\theta=10^\circ$ are presented in Figure 35. The same comparison for $M=4$ and $M=5$ are presented in Figure 36. Influence of the nozzle wall angle $\theta$ is examined in Figure 37 at $\gamma=1.2$, $M=3$ and $n=0.4$. Figure 38 shows comparisons for different pressure ratios $n$ at $\gamma=1.2$, $M=3$ and $\theta=10^\circ$. The influence on the adiabatic exponent $\gamma$ can be examined by comparing Figure 35 with Figure 37 and Figure 36 with Figure 38. One can see from the figures that the calculated geometric characteristics have a good accuracy within wide range of Mach number, adiabatic exponent, nozzle wall angle, and off-design pressure ratio. The slightly difference between the published- and the calculated profiles can be explained by the different techniques that is used to calculate the velocity profile (before the shock). The profiles presented in [37] are from conical flows, i.e. a velocity profile which is constant over the whole cross section ($y$-dir). The program n2ds on the other hand computes the velocity profile in a conical nozzle. As can be seen in Figure 4, the velocity is not constant over the cross section and thus differs slightly from a conical flow.
Figure 35: Comparison of calculated and published shapes of ideal gas jets for $M=3$; $\gamma=1.4$

Figure 36: Comparison of calculated and published shapes for $M=4 \& 5$, $\gamma=1.4$ and $\theta=10^\circ$
Figure 37: Comparison of calculated and published shapes for $M=3$, $\gamma=1.2$ and $n=0.4$

Figure 38: Comparison of calculated and published shapes for $M=4$, $\gamma=1.2$ and $\theta=10^\circ$
An additional test was also performed to validate the program n2dsm. The jet shape and the shock was computed and compared to a Schlieren photo [38], see Figure 39. The calculation and experiment was performed on the Volvo S6 nozzle, with air at $p_0=4.5$ MPa, $p_a=100$ kPa and $T_0=450$ K. The pressure distribution in n2dsm was set to the experimental pressure distribution [38]. Figure 38 shows good agreement between calculation and photo, which further strengthens the accuracy in n2dsm. Figure 40 illustrates the calculated Mach number distribution. It should be noted that n2dsm do not take a formation of a Mach disc into account, and thus continues to compute the shock until it reaches the symmetry axis. In this case was the iteration interrupted before it reached the symmetry axis.

![Figure 39: Calculation and Schlieren photo, overexpanded S6 nozzle at $p_0=45$ MPa.](image-url)
8.3 Calculations on the nonisobaric jet model

The calculations were performed on the Volvo S6 nozzle at the following conditions; 
\( T_0=450 \text{ K}, \ p_0=4.5\text{MPa}, \ \gamma_i=1.4, \ \mu_i=29, \ \gamma_e=1.4, \ \mu_e=29. \) The pressure distribution was calculated (method one) and compared with the experiment [38], see Figure 41. One can see that calculated pressure agrees badly with the experiment. Therefore were a study performed to find any possible errors in the model.

Focus was on the velocity ratio \( u_e^* \) since it has big influence on the pressure; see the similarity between Figure 41 and Figure 42 which shows the pressure ratio and velocity ratio \( u_e^* \) respectively. To compute the different velocities in the recirculation region several techniques were tested and evaluated, beginning with “calculation method 1”. As a first observation the initial condition of the pressure is too high. Lowering of this value requires the velocity ratio \( u_e^* \) to be less (more negative) then \( \left[u_e^*\right]_{\text{min}} \), which is achieved when \( y_w=y_e \) (Eq. (91)). Figure 43 illustrates the ratio between the calculated pressure gradients at the inner and outer boundary of the mixing layer. Since the pressure is assumed equal over recirculation region (y-dir), this ratio should be equal to unity. One can see that this is not the case and therefore another method was tested, i.e. “calculation method 2“. Since the velocities are derived from equal pressure gradients another test was
needed to check the method. The derivatives were in this case derived separately and therefore the velocities could be calculated in two separate ways; 1) with the velocity equation (Eq. (90)) and 2) with aid of derivatives, see Figure 44. However, it was found that this method did not give any further information. The velocities differed from each other and the velocity ratio $u_e^{**}$ deduced from the derivative was bigger than zero at the nozzle exit. It should also be mentioned that the calculated pressure distribution (with calculation method 2) did not significantly differ from the calculated pressure (calculation method 1) in Figure 41.

![Figure 41: Calculated and experimental pressure distribution from separation point downstream the nozzle, Volvo S6 nozzle at 4.5 MPa operated with air](image1.png)

![Figure 42: Velocity ratio $u_e^{**}$ versus axial position](image2.png)
Finally a third method was tested, and it is a combination of the above methods. In the previous methods the velocity $u_i$ at the inner boundary is collected from the ideal jet calculations. In this method it is derived from equal pressure gradients, i.e. same procedure as in Eq. (105)
\[
\frac{1}{u_i} \frac{du_i}{dx} = \frac{\rho i u_e^{\infty} \frac{du_e^{\infty}}{dx} (1 + \tan^2 \theta)}{1 - \rho i u_e^{\infty 2} (1 + \tan^2 \theta)}.
\]  

(108)

A comparison of the velocity derived from Eq. (108) and the ideal jet is shown in Figure 45. The major difference between the two velocities is the gradient, which influences on the pressure gradient, see Eq. (52). Unfortunately it was found that this method did not significantly alter the calculated pressure profile. Since the different methods do not alter the obtained results, the velocity calculation method is eliminated as an error source.

![Comparison of different techniques to determine u_i](image)

*Figure 45: Comparison of different techniques to determine u_i*

An additional test was performed by lowering the velocity ratio $u_e^{\infty}$ below $(u_e^{\infty})_{\text{min}}$ at the initial point. This did not affect the pressure distribution, only a small change at the vicinity of the initial point was observed. It can be explained by studying Figure 41, the velocity ratio $u_e^{\infty}$ has a big gradient in that region and thus decreases $u_e^{\infty}$ rapid.

The “gradientless” model was also tested. It showed similar results as above, which means that the D term in Eq. (79) is the governed term. If we go back to Figure 31, it can be realized that the mixing growth is too big for large Mach numbers. A better fit to the experimental curve would be achieved if the mixing growth is less, i.e. multiplying D with a factor less then one for large Mach numbers. On the other hand, lowering the pressure can be made by multiplying D with a factor larger then one.
If we go back and look further on the pressure equation the density ratio \( \rho_2/\rho_1 \) is the only factor which can influence the pressure besides \( u_e^* \). Carefully checks were performed on the deduced equations but no error term was found. A further study of the model is therefore left to other workers.

9 Conclusion and outlook

This work presents the basic theory of flow separation and former semi-empirical flow separation models together with a new model for determination of the pressure- and flow distribution in the recirculation region.

Models reported in literature shows generally good agreement with performed experiments, however, they are only validated and developed for cold gases. Since rocket nozzles operate with hot gases, it is desirable to develop a model which include various parameters of the jet and ambient gas, which was the aim of this project. Studies have been performed to look at the feasibilities to extend the already existing models to also include for hot gases. The core in the models by Reijasse & Birkemeyer and Zerjeski is the Generalized Free Interaction Theory (GFIT), which is based on a physical model description of the SWBLI and not the viscous mixing process between the two different gas streams (which occurs after the nozzle flow has separated from the wall). Since no modeling of the flow is made in the recirculation region these two models can probably not be modified for hot propellants.

Malik & Tagirov’s (M&T) model on the other hand is based on a theory for mixing of counter flowing turbulent jets in the recirculation region and therefore it is a promising model to be extended for hot gases. The new model is built on a similar approach and is an Integral method (developed to calculate mixing layer thicknesses in turbulent mixing flows), which includes the various jet and ambient gas parameters i.e.; Mach number just before the separation point, total temperature of the jet- and ambient medium gas, molecular weight of the jet and ambient medium gas, critical separation pressure ratio (off design pressure ratio), and nozzle contour in the separated zone. The new nonisobaric model is subdivided into two parts; an inviscid part which calculates the inviscid overexpanded jet shape and flow parameters by an Euler solver and a viscous part which uses the Integral method. The Euler solver also transforms the calculated jet to an equivalent homogenous ideal jet with the use of a flux averaging method.

The validation of the model was subdivided into three steps, i.e. comparison between calculated and experimental/published results of 1) the mixing of an isobaric jet, 2) the inviscid jet shape at off-design and 3) the mixing of a nonisobaric jet.

The validation of the isobaric mixing model was performed by studying the influence of jet Mach number, ambient medium velocity and total enthalpy on the initial length \( L_c \).

The calculations of the mixing layer for the isobaric jet agreed well with experimental data and physical discourses for the cases of the jet outflow into a still, co-flowing and counter-flowing ambient medium. The influence of total enthalpy was also taken into account correctly.
The calculations of the ideal jet shape showed good agreement with shapes from the literature for different Mach number, jet gas adiabatic exponent, nozzle wall angle and off-design pressure ratio. The deviation between the tabled and calculated shapes can be explained by the different techniques that are used in the calculation of the flow field upstream the separation. An additional test was also performed by comparing a calculation with experimental data (Schlieren photo) for a Volvo S6 nozzle test. It showed good consistency, which further strengthens the accuracy in the Euler solver. As a last step, the two separate models were put together into the nonisobaric jet model and validated with experimental data for a Volvo S6 nozzle test. The predicted pressure showed poor agreement with the experimental pressure distribution. Extensive studies were performed to find the error or lack in the model, but no error was found. One way to improve the model might be to include some empirical corrections terms, similar to the one used in the model by Malik & Tagirov.

Once the model in the recirculation model was defined, the objective was to build a separation point prediction model. No time were spent on this, since the model in the recirculation region did not give satisfying results. But below are some suggestions on further works before a reliable separation point prediction model can be built.

Developing a new separation model demands additional work on the models in the interaction region, since they are not tested for hot gases. The iteration procedure which is used in the models by Reijasse & Birkemeyer and Zerjeski can not be used in a new model since the developed model in the recirculation region builds on momentum conservation, and is therefore always fulfilled. It is therefore proposed to develop a method that checks if the pressure ratio $p_e/p_a$ is reasonable, and from there build an iteration procedure. A proposed separation model is a composition of four models; the boundary layer characteristics upstream the separation point, the model in the interaction region, the model in the recirculation region, and finally a model of the pressure ratio $p_e/p_a$.

In both the present and the models by Reijasse & Birkemeyer and Zerjeski the pressure are assumed to be constant over the recirculation region. CFD calculations show that the pressure is higher at the wall than at the inner boundary of the mixing layer. Therefore it is suggested to examine this slightly pressure rise further and try to find a simple model. The model may be as simple as a generalized ratio. The assumption of constant pressure is maybe the loss in Zerjeski’s momentum calculations. Additional studies are also suggested to further examine the separation length and influence of wall temperature.
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Appendix 1: Prediction iteration process